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Denver, Colo., May 5. Alfred Glen
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hall,
A. J. Hall,
1210
South
Kalamath
street, and who has been called the
"most beautiful, boy in Colorado" having taken first prize at a Better Babies
show held in Denver, was run over by
an automobile driven
by Charles
Vrooman, a Montezuma county busio
ness man, on the
Springs road near SerVUia this evening, and suffered injuries from which
he cited soon after In a Littleton hospital.
Denver-Colorad-

MORNINO

JOURNAL SPECIAL
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WIRH

Jonkheer
The Hague, May 5.
r
riuinh minister of foreign
,ion
affairs informed the chamber today
that the tentions between nouano.
and Germany was ended.
i( unl that an. German v had
agreed to limit the amount of sand
and
tnrougii
gravel
transported
Dutch waterways to a maximum of
an
annum
U. 600, 000 tons per
amount considered needful Ipr tne
Belrepair and maintenance of the
gian roads and had undertaken not
to use the material for military pur-

posesHolland had withdrawn her

demand that a commission of control should be constituted In Belgium
to supervise the employment of the
materials.
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An economic

treaty supplementing the treaty of
peace between Rumania and the central powers has been initiated? This
will complete all the negotiations connected with the condUHldn of the

peace between th two countries. ,the
treaty which was agreed to April 2
.being ready for final signatures.

NEW
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British Headquarters in France.
May P. (via Ottawa.) There is little
doubt but that the new German tanks

are proving a disappointment, devel-- ,..
oping various defects in actual serv-i,lce. Their ponderous weight makes
t maneuvering over bad ground difficult. Generally they are much Inferior to those of the British.
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Rome, Saturday, May 4.
(by
the Associated Press). No favorable occasion for a further peace
move by Pope Benedict hag
Itself, nor does one seem
near, it was said at the .Vatican
today when Inquiry was made
pre-sent-

htere regarding the report that
his holiness would make a new
peace offer on Whit Sunday.

:w4

'Save Your Bonds; Do Not Sell
Is
Them,' Says Secretary
in Statement Thanking
to Help
Sufficient
Feed;
More Rain Is Expected,
Public for Its Subscriptions.
General
Section, but

Not

Precipitation
Pan-hand-

le

in

Nia JOURNAL SPECIAL LfOAVD VIRRI
Pnso, Tex., May 5. Thousands
of entile were saved by a rain which
fell in the Panhandle district of .New
Mexico last night, reports
received
oday at the Panhandle Southwestern
Stockmen's association hero Ntutcd.
At Koswell slight shown h were followed by a heavy rain
last night
v'Ui.- -.i
xHm
"X
which continued until the range was
thoroughly soaked.
Heports from Lincoln. X. M., told of
a downpour
which approached a
tloiu'!iurH last night and :m unusually
heavy rain was reported from Chavez
This pbotognipli hliowH (iciicr.il Perilling (left) anil, nevt to him,
ofi top of u flat count New Mexico.
Bnhcr,
rnr with other American officers, stmlvhig tin- - map of ai engineering project at nn American transportation
In Koswell the rainfall totalled an
eciitcr in France. The iilelure was snapped (luring Baker's recent
of the Amerienn I'orcet nliroad. Inch and was even heavier south and
east of that. city.
While the rain was not general
4,
throughout tho Panhandle, cattlemen
said it would be the cause of saving
AT
OF
tho lives of large herds of cattle as
oi
joi:
i:si:m!i;rhv,
inoit:enod
the
;
the light showers
M
MKYICO CAPTAIN,
FORECAST
IS Ml l.i:f) IX I HANXCK
ground so that the downpour that fol4. lowed could soak in.
There were inDenver, 'olo., .May 3. New .MexMesilhi Park. X. M.. May .".
dicate ns tonight of more rain lit the
HOLD
SANTA
ico: Monday and Tuesday generally
y
Chav cm ( oLinty district.
Captain dec (uenseiiberry.
fair, cooler extreme east portion.
;
1H, I uiti'il Slates liil'anli'y,
who went to the war from I a i
Criiees, iiml Is the son of James
IXJCAI, IIEI'OIST.
:f the
S, liiensenlH,rr.v. regent
AN
Agiieiilliii'al college, wan killed in
A summary f local weuther condl.
tions for the twenty-fou- r
ii:ie by t shell v;nind. I'uplalii
hours end(iiciiwciibeiTy was with the first f
ing nt 6 p. m. yesterday follows: .Mam
di
if Americans
liu luneiil
ximum temperature. 72; minimum, uit;
cuptiire a German mat blur gun '
range, 33: temperutme at 8 is m., 6S; ttrPCOAl CORRESPONDENCE YQ MORNl,) JOURNAL,
OFF
iiml prisoners.
'
south winds; partly cloudy.
Santa I'V, May 5. Chief AiiHlice
!
Wonl
war
the
sent
wiin
by
Richard II. Hanna was elected elian-'cellpal ln nl to his pur, nts here tills '
commander, and District Judge
ul'IcrniMiii.
Reed llolloman,
of
TAKE
'San t:i Fe Lodge Xo, 2, Knights of
3f?th
which
celebrated
the
ll'ythius,
year of Its existence by taking In 22
(members last evening In the Masonic
hall and electing officers, followed
'by a recherche banquet. The other
Flower Pots' and 'Flying On(EPICAL D,RATCN 10 MORNtNO JOURNAL,
eleVtod were:
officers
Silver City. N. M., May 5. Grant
11.
masWilliam
ions' Do Not Seriously Deter
Roberts, prelate;
county more than trtnled Its subof work, C K, Hott; ) keeper of
scription to the Third Liberty Uoan, ter
American Boys Sent Into
Rev.
and
records
seal,
Loehridge,
subscribing over million dollars. Its pastor of St. John's Methodist Kpis-- I
IRY
quota was $:!SI0,100.
MORNINO
JOURNAL
SPECIAL
LEASED
WIREI
Air to Take Pictures,
church: master of . finance,
Hurley led by a big margin with copal
With the
mcricun 'Armv on a
Harvey H. Lutz: master of exche
a total of 27,000
individual sub- quer.
4
W.
French
Battle
Cashier Robert
Front, Saturday, May
Lynn tof
scribers who bought $115,000 worth Ithe Santa
Fe bank; master of arms, (by the Associated
FBV NORN INS JOURNAL
SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
What
Press.)
of bonds. The Chino Copper comof the Santa
Frank
In
Owen,
manager
the
American
With
Army
pany matched dollar for dollar mak- Fe Water and Light company; in- probably is a new German liquified Franco,
5
May
(by the Associated
this morning
ing Hurley's total bond purchases ner guard, K. N. Sever; outer guard, gas was projected
Four more aerial battles
Press).
$230,000.
John K. Stuuffnr; trustees, H. C. against the Picurdy front where Am- were reported today by American air8a nt a Rita was second with
are
erican
F.
Senator
troops
State
fighting.
Benjamin
men flying in the sector northwest of
with the Chino subscription of Vontz, and Thomas Doran;
The gas. in its fluid form, is con- Toul. All of the combats were Indedeputy
another $05,000 manlng u total of Pankey chancellor. John K. Stauffer.
in
tained
On
grand
glass bottles.
bursting, cisive, although one of the Ameri$1110,000.
they gave off some substance from can machines returned with bullet
Tyrone was third with $67,000,
which heavy, wiiit" fumes, transpar- holes in its wings and two others
and an individual subscription by the
ent in texture, continue to Iirlso for with holes torn by fragments of
Phelps Dodge corporation of $100,-00shells from
flv,. niinulis.
guns. How
making a total of $167,000.
No detonation
was heard as the the (iermans fared is not known.
Silver City followed with individual
were
of
Amerienn
the
hurled through the air
bottles
tine
photographsubscription of $83,250.
and tipaiently they were thrown by a ing machines was nt'sTckcd by two
Lordsburg subscribed $67,000.
obsneezThe
The
caused
American
nausea,
gas
enemy
spring.
airplanes.
Cliff $12,000. Hanover, Fierro,' Cening and coughing but did not harm server emptied one of his guns into
tral, Pinosaltos. Ft. Bayard, Rodeo,
Then
There has one of the enemy machines.
RY MORNINQ
JOURNAL SPECIAL LSAEfO WIE1
any of the American.
Hachlta, Mule Creek and other towns
but the the American pilot exorcised discreSan Diego, Calif., May 5,- - Two sol- been liv, ly artillery fire,
collectively over $50,000.
not
attackhave
American:!
been
he'e
homeward.
The
turned
and
tion
Thousanls of dollars were invest- diers were drowned ami eleven other
Germans remained in pursuit until
of a ed by the infantry.
ed in bonds on Saturday, the last poisons are missing us the resultOcean
the American
guns pickterrific tide rip late today at
day of the Loan campaign drive.
ed them up. Then they turned and
miles from Sun
'Sluriiipaiieikrufetwagin."
In the first government loan Grant Beach, a resort, twelve were
rescued.
Sixty persons
Paris. May 5 The war eorrcspon-(Vii- t went home. The American airplane
cnunty subscribed over $400,000. In Diego.
Dozens of iiatliers wore caught in the
m the front of Temps writes: circled once or twice and then went
the second subscriptions were in exa
of
was
result
ti.e
rough
"Some due asked me recently what back over the lines' and calmly
cess of $600,000. To the three gov- rise, which
the photographic operations
sea and an uii.isunlly high, tide, .and the 'iermans called their tanks. I was
ernment loans Grant county has started
a moment's
A where they had been left off.
compelled to confess ignorance.
subscribed approximately $2,000,000. warning. with scarcely
linns I'se "Flower Pols",
document found since, however, shows
Another report now available reThe Known Dead Are:
7 hat the Cennaii for tank is
'sturrnpua.
B.
144th
somewhat similar Incident,
lates
i:urr. Company
Hugh
nzcrkrufct wagon.
except that this time three of the
Machine gun battalion, Camp KearABO
enemy attacked two of our machines
ney, home. Denting, N. M.
which were working with our artilCharles Humphreys, 823rd Bakery
lery.
Company, Camp Kearny.
CINCO
In the fourth engagement a GorI he
MIskIiir:
man sailed tip in the direction of one
EmerHarmon
IN
Haulier,
Sergeants
of the American photographic planes,
Eravella
son Donaldson;
Corporal
but one of tho fast American fighting
Taylor; Privates Fred W. Sanderson
machines rushed in, causing the
and Ralph Brady, nil of Camp
IS
to turn tail and flee toward
Kearney.
German
homo. The
WAR
pieces got busy at the same time and
.Must Omsorve Sugar.
broke out numerous "flower pots,"
or as tho Hritish airmen call them,
New York, May 5. Sugar distribution certificates would be required
'"flying onions." This is an "archie"
tSEOIAL DIRRATCM TO MOR'MNO JOURNAL
usof foodstuffs
shell which, when it bursts, throws
New York, May 5. With winning of all manufacturer
nut In all directions small projectiles,
ing sugar on and after May 15, It was
the war the prime object of the next announced
tho United States
each of which also bursts.
by
today
six months, fewer vacations from food administration.
'BY MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
work here will be taken by New
Juarez, Mex., May 5. Cinco Dc
Yorkers this summer than.. ever beMayo (fifth of May) was observed
fore in history, it was declared today
here today with a celebration which
by transportation and resort exports
with a sultito by
OF started atundsunrise
who have Just finished a careful cancontinued late tonight
artillery
vass of the outlook for the coming
In
a
ball
with
the historic old
grand
season.
frontier custom house. This Is the
Thousands of families, that heretoanniversary of the hattlo of Puebla
MAY
fore have never failed to leave town
on May 5th, 1S72,
when
Mexican
for the hot months, it is now assured F AMILY
j ms is
oojih ijeieuieu in rjeucri.
will stay In their city homes while
observed as one of the two principal
their men stick to the' Jobs In serv
Mexico.
patriotic holidays throughout
for
ice, office or field financing
ON ITALY
.September Kith being the other nat'nele Sam, that must make every
JOURNAL
SPECIAL LEASED WIE
MORNINO
tional
holiday.
lY
day count on our great widening
The celebration was witnessed by
Phoenix, Ariz., May 5. John S.
warfare undertakings.
With this nort a nerve center of Williams, wife and two6 daughters PaMtor Rotiaix, minister of agriculture,
all the activities upon the carrying agerl. respectively 15 and years, were who Is here to inspect agricultural
1ST MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED MIRE:
on of the fight for freedom, few killed and a son aged 12 probably conditions In the Juarez valley pra
Geneva, Switzerland, May 5. it is
men or women seem to see any at fatally injured, when their automobile paratody to making a tour of the Fit'-to- d
States. He reviewed the military officially announced from Vienna that
traction in settling hack to vacation was struck by an eastbound Southern
train at Casa and civic parade In the morning, at- Emperor Charles, the chief of the
trips, away from the closes touch Pacific passenger
with the absorbing duties of this Orande this evening. Casa Grande is tended the bull fight In the afternoon Austrian general staff, und several
high German and Atistrlun officers
wartime.
fifty miles southeast.' of Phoenix. following a luncheon in hlg honor and reached
the Italian front yesterday.
Williams was for five years district at- was given a reception preceeding the
This, with th considerable move
So Infantry Action.
torney of Coehisa county previous to ball tonight. The American flag was
of
ments
5.
new
United State
troops In the Tyrol and Tren- Paris, May
Artillery fighting being a candidate for. congress on the unfurled from the
continued last night along the Somnie republican ticket at the first state consulate here throughout the day. tino reported from the interior, ia Inbattle front, both north and south of election in 1912. He lived at Blsbce, Because of the passport restrictions terpreted to mean that the long predicted offensive on the Italian front
Avre, but there was 1.0 infantry ac- hut had a temporary home at Cusa few Americans attended tho cclebrx-tiowill soon be begun.
,
Grande.
tion, the war office reports today.
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All Quirt at Petrograd.
NINE HUN AIRPLANES
London, May 5. The general commanding the Petrograd garrison has
ARE SHOT TO EARTH issued
a statement declaring the city
now free from any direct menace and
the
that
populace has. no cause for
LtARIO SMRtl
rY MnN JOURNAL
Paris, May 5. The official state- alarm, says a lteuter' dispatch from
ment Issued by the war office tonight Moscow.
reads:
"DurlngJthe days of Mny 3 and 4,
nine German alrnl.incw were brought

down by our pilots. Two were shot
down by our defensive fire, and other
enemy machines were disabled. During the same days, and on the night n
May S and 4, our aviators effectively
bombarded enemv establishments in
number of sorties. ?8,000 kilograms of
prolectiles being dropped upon the
of
Ham, Noyon.
railway stations
Chaulnes, Jussy, Poronne and St.
Quentin.

and 12,500,000 on First,

RESOURCES OF BANKS
CLOUDBURST
'
LITTLE DRAWN UPON
CLOSE TO LINCOLN

$95,-00-

Y

.

i

POSTS

Amsterdam, May 5. The Vossische
Zeitung of Kerlin says:
The announcement by rremier von
Seydlcr of Austria, of the appointment
of district food administrators in Bohemia, is the fulfillment of one Of the
most insistent demands of the German
population of that region. It is proposed to create ten districts in Bohemia for food administration purposes.
Dispatches from Copenhage'n report
tho resignation of three Austrian cab
inet members, the minister of agriculture and the Huthenian and Slavonian
ministers, as a protest against meas-itur- e
and the Ruthon'.un an Slavonian
is planning to take against Slavonic
agitation in Bohemia.

IN

RUNS AND DUTCH

tijji

PerRoswell Light Showers Are Probably 17,000,000
Followed by Heavy Downsons Subscribed, Increase
of 7,000,000 Over Second
pour Which It Is Said Thor-

TRY

(by Tha
Saturday, ,Mny
Associated
Nicholas
Press.)
the former, emperor, together
with the former empress and one of
their daughters have been transferred
from Tobolsk to Ekaterinburg, (170
1.
miles south of Perm on tho Asiatic
g
A
of the
sido of the I'ral mountains) accordarmy appropriation bill, carrying
to provide for an army ing to a soviet announcement.
of 3.000.0QO during the coming year is
The transfer was ordered because
to be laid before the house military of the alleged efforts of
peasants and
committee tomorrow.
monarchists in the neighborhood of
Some opposition is expected in both Tobolsk to promote the escape of the
senate and house to the administraprisoners.
tion plan to limit the nation's armed!
The announcement does not mento
forces only
capacity for equipping, tion the former heir apparent, the
but
and
young Alexis Romanoff.
training
transporting them,
leaders of both parties upw believe
From Scandinavian sources there
the blanket power will be granted.
came reports late last month of seriI'ost Offkm Budget.
ous rioting in Petrograd and that the
The senate has a long list of approyoung Alexis had been proclaimed
priation bills and miscellaneous mat- emperor,
with Grand Duke Michael
ters to act upon.
as regent.
The post offico budget,
involving Alexandrovitch
Other 'advices from Kussia have
tho question of second class postage
to confirm these
contained
increases, effective July 1, Is to have reports, andnothing
was announced in the
It will British house it of
the right of way immediately.
commons that the
he followed by the conferee's report
office was without official inon the legislative, executive and Judi- - foreign
formation of the report of a countercial appropriation bill, and by the riv- revolutionary movement in Petrograd.
ers and harbors budget and tho naval
The reports were ascribed in some
bill.
inspiration, and in
quarters to German
final
which
measures
upon
Among
fact, on May 2 they were revived in
are
week
the
is
action
Vienna. Meanwhile, the German fort
expected during
the sedition bill conference report, eign office hud manifested keen In
which the senate adopted yesterday terest in the rumors and instructed the
and which awaits approval by the German. representatives in Russia to
t
extension bills: the m("ke inquiries regarding them.
The whereabouts of the former heir
$60,000,000 housing bill, the Indian
to the throne was not indicated in any
appropriation bill and the measure of
the reports.
amending the naturalization laws to
The former emperor and his family
citizenship for have
provide ' immediate
prisoners at Tobolsk in
aliens fighting under the Stars and westernbeen
Siberia since last August.
Stripes.
The Overman hill, giving the president blanket authority to reorganize
federal agencies during the war,
which the senate pnpd last week, T EN5I0N BETWEEN
will be considered Tuoslay
by the
house judiclarv committee anV lis
ft

'

1ST

Moscow,

L

ALMOST

National Solons Have Vast There Are" Nc? Reports ConAmount of Work to Clear Up
firming Story Sent Out Some
Before Adjournment July 1;
Days Ago That Young Alexis
Has Been Made Emperor,
Blanket Power for Wilson,
MORNING

ON THIRD

oughly Soaked Range,

'
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LATEST FIGURES

E
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RAIN STORM

mi

THEM

FORMER HEIR APPARENT
SOME OPPOSITION IS
IS NOT EVEN MENTIONED
EXPECTED BY LEADERS

Wushingnn. May 5. Congress begins this week with interest ccnVi'eil
program,
upon the army Increase
which furnishes probably the last
really big task to be disposed of before
adjournment, planned for about July
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Washington, May 5. An analysis of
Liberty Loan reports today showed
tliat probably 17,000,000
persons
bought bonds in the campaign which
closeil last midnight
7,000.000 more
than in tho second loan and 12,600,-oo- n
more than In the first.
Latest tabulations showed
but
reported subscriptions,
the treasury now believes the actual
000.-no1
o
total, which may run to 4, 000.
will not bo definitely known until
$3,316.-filS.'.Ti-

May

1.1.

"Whatever the money total." sr.ld a
treasury statement tonight, "the loan
just closed probably is the most sue.
cessful ever floated by any ration.
Tho marvelous distribution of th

'

Thirr'. Liberty Loan Indicates that ore
out of every six persons In the United,
states may have participated In this
;
loan."
Hunks Mttlc AffecttM.
Hanks' resources, it was pointed out,
have been drawn on comparatively
little and the prospects for future
loans are brighter n a consequence.
An added reason for Jublieatlon Is the
indication that the government bond
ronc(oi
buying habit Is' becoming
the American people of small
means.
Tho table of subscribers Is as follows:
New York, ' 4,000,000;
Chicago,
2,4!1S,000; Cleveland, l,fGl,H; Philadelphia. 1.500,000; Boston,
t. 000,000; Vtlavitw,
San Francisco,
1,000,000;
1.000,000: Minneapolis,
Kansas Cltv, 900.000; Richmond, t'OO..
001); St. Louis, 8110,342; Dalian.

12.n0;
S.'O,-00-

0.

'

McAiloo Issiicr Statement.
Secretary McAdoo gave out this
statement:
"The people of the t'nlted States
may well felicitate themselves upon
the triumphant success of the Third
Liberty Ioan. It is a most heartening
manifestation of their patriotism andj
or their inflexible determination lo,
support our gallant army and
navjij
America 1
'

mil a victorious decision for
s achieved.

i.

"I should like to thank the thous-- J
mds uf men and women throughout
the countrv, everv class of our citizenship, for their effective assistance and
-

in

this great victory

be-

hind tho lines, without which a victory',
on the front ran not bo achieved.
Keep You- - Iilicrtr llmnl.
"I earnestlv hone that everv r.n
who has bought Liberty Ponds will try
to keep them for the peno'l of the
war at least. The slogan now should
bo 'keep your Liberty TVonds.' No n
do"s his share fully if he n'Ptely buy
a bond and then sells it immedbttely
below par on tho market.
"If each and every 'purchaser I eeps
his Liberty Bond ho helps t.i protect
tho credit of the government by maintaining the market for the bond At
par. which Is a very helpful thlnu trf"
J
war times."
New York Will Tad Slate.
Partial returns today showed that
New York will lead all states In number of Individual subscribers with four
million and tho state a'so leads in
actual money totals. Pennsylvania
probahly will be Becond In number of
subscribers though the state'a figure
are not in. and Illinois third with

nearly 1.2ri0.000.
Far west stutcs report subscribe

as follows:

California, 524 482: Washington,
150,312: Oregon. 95,695: Idaho.
Utah. K,800; Arizona, 19,09;
Nevada. 12.377.
Managers of the campaign In th
San Francisco district wired that
there would exceed
and that every state district
and virtually every county had reach
ed its quota.
The Atlanta district, which nan
been at the bottom of the percentage during most of the campaign,
made the most sensational finish of
any district and'the managers predict
that the district may eventually .ahow
an oversubscription of 50 per cent.
Many IlHtriiM Oveirsubaorlbed.
The St. Louis district reported that
nil a2 counties in the district exceed cd their quotas. The grand total for
the district at 3 p. m saiuraay wan
$176,617,600 and the quota percentage was 135.
Krom Kansas City came the report
that the districts showed an official
Ion Saturday
tnal of subrtcrlitlo
which
of
$170,221,250
aftcrnon
amounted to 131 per cent of the disSalca by states fol- trict h quota.
0:

$2S0.-000,0-

10

Colorado.
lahoma,

$27,810,000:
Missouri,
$24,280,000: Kansas,
Nebraska. $41,418,000; Ok$29,679,200; Wyoming.
part of New Mexico. $1,32,-90$40.-752,0-

0.

Three hundred and twenty-fou- r
counties out of 380 in the district were
this afternoon.
Travers for Allied Sutis.v - .,.
Puris, May 5. The anniversary- Of
the. deliverance of France by Joan ot
Arch will be celebrated wKh great solemnity at Orleans May 12 and three
days cf prayer have been ordered in
catholic churches throughout fYance
for the success of the allied troops.
-
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Our Boys in France Are Not Becoming Immoral!

10

strains

j

COMPLETELY

AUSTRIA

I

OF

(Special Dispatch to Morning Journal.)
Acw lork, May 5. "These men are mighty careful Of their conduct.
the finest flower of America the pick
Charges that our men have become
of our univerities, shops and business immoral since they went to France
houses. If they have permitted themare bitterly resented by the soldiers
selves to sink to the moral level deand rightfully so. It would be foolby some writers, then the Lord ish to say that the million men in the
Alabama Congressman Makes scribed
have mercy on our country it is new American army are all saints. Hut
worth saving." said my friend for every man spuiled by army life,
Appeal for Prohibition, Say- scarcely
Dan Filling, who has just returned ten men have been helped to higher
-from
a
three
mouths' study of condi- Ideal- -.
Will
War
End
When
ing
tions at the front in Kranee.
o Kuril Kation.
World Becomes Dry,
T'oling is a
American;
Our army does not have a rum
he knows men and likes them. He's ration, as has been reported, although
a man's man, and they like, him, too. the French and Knglish
soldiers do.
war-nee- ds
When business speeded
Hut he isn't blind to their frailities.
An audience which filled the high
"Wherever our officers are in comschool auditorium hevund jts seating lie has. been studying moral problems plete control, no booze Is permitted,"
heavier
causes
,
capacity heard a thrilling appeal in in this cnuntry'.too long to bo fooled says Poling.
behalf of prohibition by ("apt. Rich- by surface signs". Foling is associate
One day General Pershing huard
mond Pearson
HoUon
lasl nlgiit. president and good citizenship super- some American
had been
Many stood throughout h is' I, dil i'iss
intendent of the United Society of holding high jinksofficers
in a wine shop. Ho
The war will end when tho allieslChiistian Endcrivor.
motored many miles across the counwin. and not until then. We .Khali)
Ho Raw Every liing.
service responds to the emergency. Extra detry to get the fads, and then closed
begin to win when America and the
He went to the front with the prlv- - tho
four wine shops in question.
mand automatically produces extra application,
aiiics go iiry.
e cannot have the ilege of seeing everything that is to
trims or the world until wo have a lie seen; be visited every hospital
Poling camper"' with the boys in the
extra care, extra patience. In this elasticity
world " were the statements and cflmes bnck with the report that trenches and saw something of the
which formed
Western Union is typical of a true National utility.
the keynotes of his there is lens 'venereal diseases among way they live.
speech.
"Our fellows are just crazy to hoar
our soldiers than one finds among civFollowing the address and after
phonograph records played." he told
Telegrams Day Letters Night Letters
cards were passed giving everyone a ilians In peacetime.
me. "One of their greatest favorites is
laic' down righas
General
Pershing
chance to join the
League id rules on the
Cablegrams
Money Transferred by Wire
Pe
Mother
I'll
'Tell
There,'
the
of
vice. Any
hymn
subject
of America, the
audience
took a
immoral women sung by Billy Sunday's chorus leader
standln;? vote in favor of a resolution man associating with
If he con- iftoderhcaver.
l.
is liable to
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.
approving war time prohibition.
"I've seen many a chap sit before
"The world is in convulsions," said fesses to such action he is treated by
recto
of
with
a
is
still
little
machine
he
a
a
$10
but
pile
subject
physician,
Captain llobson in opening, "it has
been in convulsions before but never tho severest discipline,'; and if he be- - ords on his knees and play them by
little. the hour, anil sometimes they had
in such a state as now. Humanity is comes diseased,
he expects
looking to America. If America goes mercy, all of which has tended to been compelled to shut the o"oor of
men their dugout' the enemy was so near." COLLECTING
reckless
BOOKS
most
dry she will he in a strategic position make even tho
Man,i others of the allies will follow.
FOR
The enemy has gone dry. If we go
BELGIANS; TO
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Over the battle lines along the
Fiave river ami in the mountainous
Lawrence O'Neill, mayor of Dublin,
region in northern Ititly, where the is coming to the Tailed States to try
allied forces have been holding their to prove the
Act of
positions since last November after Ureal Mrilain is not suited to. Ireland
the great Italian retreat from the and that it is unjust. Ho wants not
Isonzo, there is increased tension and only the
.support of Irishmen here dry a moral vice will bo dono away
blow at this
the
with forever."
front may be launched by the Ten- - but of the American people.
The speaker praised tho titae of
tonic allies within a few days.
New Mexico for having gone over the
It is believed that it will not be
top iii the prohi Uitiou movement and
long before the central powers will the present time. It is believed thai urged the people of New Mexico to
make another attempt to reach the r.ei'lui will seek to bring about a join tiie ranks of the dry states which
plains of Venctla, break through the "ieinian peace" and, if is advances he said were now surrounding the
allies' lines and seek to bring about arc repulsed, to nerve the German wots with dry trenches and urged all
a decisive combat in that theater of people to a new ""hath in blood" by to make a last drive on the wets.
pointing out that the entente allies
Aid and Comfort to IX'iK.'iny.
the war.
IBV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAflCO WIRBt
The great movement of troops in desire to crush Germany. I'ope lcne-dic- tThe
to show
is de- that thespeaker quoted figuresand food
let
it
known
he
has
be
that
to
seem
Washington,
May C. The casolty
would
and
Trentino
Tyro!
weallh,
man'power
indicate that vnst bodies of men are sirous of taking any step which may consumed by the liquor traffic was list today contalne'd 119 names, divi
does!
as
to
the
tend
but
ded
follows:
shorten
be
war,
tlii- greatest hindrance to the country
being taken from other fronts to be not see at the
Killed In action,,
present moment any in winning of the war. The liquor
of
died
10;
hurled at the Italian positions.
an
to
would
believe
reason
that
appeal
Be
in
consumes
Venice Would
he said
wounds, 1; died of accident. 2; died of
traitic
Jungor.
enough
li n disease,
luniiih pnrh ln:iP ti, rfirrii
1; died of other causes, 2;
The blow, it is believed, will fall bring about the desired result.
mo situation in I Kraine ano ""'I w..,. in a finish
somewhere in the mountainous secmissing In action, 10: wounded sebeing followed by
The liquor traffic 'is giving aid and verely, 20; wounded slightly, (17.
tion of the front, probably in the ruthless methods
sub-e
in
,...,...,
the
the
Germans
completing
to th pnemv.-hcontinued
Six of leers "were named, including
Lngarino and Astieo valleys. These
been re nrc thc greate8t brewers but Colonel rtichard H., Griffith, of the
sectors face the north, and, if br k.ija gallon in ofan the people have
Chancel
Vice
address
flectCfi
by
Germans?
breweries
did
to
Where
the
foe
penethe
who was killed by a
national
en, would permit
lor von Payer before the main com- come from? Germany. It is thc brew- shell as army,
he emerged from n dugout
trate into the lower foothills of the mittee
German
of
the
reichstag.
eries who have been favoring
on tho front in Plcurdy several days
mountains, or even reach the plains.
The domestic ago.
propaganda.
If this should occur, the armies
Huns
most
the
are
of
comthe
destructive
"along the IMave river would be
Major Hiram E. Itoss, Danville, III.,
foreign foes. The domestic Huns have was wounded severely, and Iiieu tenpelled to fall back, probably hs far
killed more men than tho foreign foe ants Frederick V. 'Abbott, St. l.ouis,
as the Adige river, this would entail
lias killed on the western battle line. Mo.; Frederick
the loss of Venice and a vast expanse
Gregory, Caribou,
"We need the allied efficiency to Maine; James C. I.McCoy,
of country to the enemy.
Pierre, S. D.,
war.
win
the
war
The
when
will
end
and .iohn 10. Smith, Fond du Lac,
The decision to launch an offensive
we
we
win
not
until
then.
And
ami
was
in
BY shall
nt grand proportions
IS
Italy
Wis., wero wounded slightly.
begin to win when America and
doubtless forced by political and ecoKilled In Action.
the allies go dry. We canot have the
nomic conditions prevailing in AusTho list follows:
fruits of the world until we have u
thai
tria. An offensive campaign
Colonel Richard II. Griffith, Lonsober world. The matter is one of
serve
yields gains of ground might seethfact and not of judgment. The human don, England.
A
to still the elements which are
race must be sober or extinct.
Sergeant Frank Aimer, Stamford,
Thc
ing throughout the dual empire and
great question is to "get at the millstone Conn.
would nostuone the day of reckoning
'(if th.i tilin,nn pnep
Corporals Paul It, Oranfield,
that seems in store for the rulers
Vt. ; Cleatus II. McAlunn, Sen-atCaptain llobson was introduced by
of Austria.
Mo.
U. Farley.
Uoswell
if" OUT
iteinationally Known
Gcrmany Dominates Austria.
Privates Gek Borus, Middletown,
Address nt Court House.
German domination of Austria is
Hohsen addressed a meet- Conn.; Carlton Powen, Montgomery.
Captain
Be
Prove
to
Draw
as
time
more
complete
Speakers
ohn P. Dnrcy, New "Haven,
becoming
ing at the court house in the after- Ohio;
J. Klengbiel, New
goes on. Tyrol and Hohemia have
noon. M.
was chairman and Conn.; William
been annexed for food administraing Cards; Broach Plan to! J. M. Skinner Ortiz
Conn.; John E. I.llley, New
secretary. Captain Hob- - Haven,
tion purposes, to Germany, but this
Oscar
Conn.;
Haven,
Pflastercr, St.
a
sou was introduced by Nestor
Enforce Peace,
' move in tho great game of stateLouis, Mo.
and itoswell
Farley.
the
to
Died of Wounds.
deepen
craft has served only
The speaker paid a high compliment
chasm between the racial factions
Walter J. Hound, Troy,
n
A en
people, not N. Private
that la.eil the canaeitv of to the
V.
of AiiBtria. Bohemian troops have de- the V. wd
for their patriotic attitude in
.M. C. A. gym
turned out to only
serted from the Austrian armies and
Died of Disease-in
but
INaX,
the present war as well.
in the fellowship luncheon
have loined the Italians and .if an particii
At the close of the meeting about
Private Ixiiiis Karl Wilcox, Oxford
last
lit
The
in;
iloinorali
announcement
that
offensive is not launched,
thiity people enrolled at members of X. V.
station of tho Austrian forces may four "liju e.uns" would be find, as the
Died of Accident.
league.
come sooner than the outside world Sec ctarv Penning staled' prior to
Privates Anthony W.'Glpson, Law-totroiluein
speakers, together with
expects.
okln.; Harry O. ;Smith, BethleIn the meantime the situation on the pas! I'iptilarity of these Sunday dinal principles
underlying the move- hem, Ta.Died of
I'eheons. served as I dual
the front in France and Flanders has ovenim:
Oilier Causes.
ment are:
There have drawing card
remained fairly quiet.
Frivnt.es
ltobert II, Remington,
1.
To win the war, against autoThe first speaker, l)r. H. F. Iluttin,
been local attacks by the Germans
Hamden, Conn.; John H. Townley,
here and there along the line, but international organizer of th world crat y.To make the world safe for
y rass Lake. Mich. '
'
nothing approaching a general battle alliance of churches, and thc Ad w bo
Missing In Action.
and democracy cafe for the
l.as been reported. The alllesire Im- followed him, Dr. Sidney L. C 'lie k
Privates William Colligan, Brookworld.
am!
Dr.
W.
are
waiting
George,
Nnsmyth. in thc
proving their lines and
lyn. K. Y.; Alexander Crosbie,
:'. To guarantee to all nations safefor the Germans to make tho next on! r ii.ime.l dealt with pra
West Australia; Filipno Daniels.
ally
move.
the same topic, the formation of a ty, justice and equal economic condiLynn, Mass.; Albert Li Hall, WorcesXo Fox Peace Offering.
lea) tie of nations'for the. pur;) s of tions.
ter,
Mass.; Itichard W. Johnson, DanIt is proposed to accomplish this
Pope Benedict has served notice on pre ervi'ur pence after the kaiser has
ville, Pa.; Frank Kriwacky, Paterson,
be
not
of
will
the
the
Vatican
the world that the
IS. J.; Alfred K. Ia. Fountain, Athol.
been lii kcil so he will stand without largely through
offensive" at even being bitched.
a
U.
The three car- - cnristian people; by having in realMass.; Joseph
Liberty, Bridge.
at party to any "pence
ity a Christian civilization; by promoMurs.; Patrick Median, Springfield,
ting international friendship and last, Mass.; Louis K. liatzoldt, Pine City,
but not least by having the armies Minn.
an ine navies of the world under one
Wounded Severely.
n
central head so that in case ono
Malor Hiram K. Ross, Danville, III.
fin
broke uway from its ugiecment to
Sergeant Kdward A. Vogt, Fond Du
abstain fn in war the entire resources Ute, Wis.
of thc other nations would be turnCorporals Charles A. Bchnke, Fond
WltlTi: A STOItV AP.OIT
ed against tho obstreperous one.
Wis.; Georgo J. Duwe. Fond
It Du
was pointed out that Germany would Du Lac, Wis.; F.lmer C. Grabinski,
"The Katzenjammer Kids."
not have, been so anxious lo start the Fond Du Ijic. Wis.; Clifford It. Lawt
war if she had thought for a rence, Bristol, Conn.; James M. ManHANS AN! 1'IUTZ
moment Dmt (he whole world would ga n, Foni'. Du Uic, Wis.: Perclval 11.
And be a guot of Thc .liiiinuil.
become arrayed against her.
Moore. Xew Haven, Conn.i Cook Ray
Captain Uiehmond Pearson llobson, Fgan, Fond Du Lae.jyis.
th(! last speaker, praised tho ffwfid inPrivates Waldo Balthasor, Fond Du
Dear IMilor: Hans add I'rlU are good, but a little
tentions of those who are working Lac, Wis.; Willis Boothe, Hanson,
mischievous, they do not mean any harm to the Captain
to
prevent wars in the future, but
Okln.; Toney Cramp.
Berlin, Wis.;
or Hip other tunny people in (ho carlonii-- , anil I like to
the structure would fall unless John Delio Kumheasc, Cantagano,
read die i'liiiny lililc things (Jiey ilo every Sunday. I al-we succeed In making the world
J.
Develice, West Bend,
sobpr. Italy; Arthur
poi up Hrst Sunday morning so I can road about
He also pointed out thc evil effects of Wis.; Charles F. Eastman, Fond Du
Hunt. " that p::pa can read tlicm lo little sister anil
the use of liquor. Even Germany realLuc, Wis; William J. Gillette, First
broilier: also, I would like to kce Hans ami I'rllz alive.
ized this, one f the first
the steel, S. D. ; Liwle I!. Harris. Fond Du
things
This was (lie llrsl Idler reiidved by (lie Contest Kdi-to- r.
kaiser did after war was declared was Lac, Wis.: Frank Malinowskyi, Fond
It was Hiillcn by a IKl!o fiirl of Albuquerque.
to prohibit the manufacture of nil Du Lac, Wis.: Meredith C. Miller,
Who run write n belter story'.' Wrlle your ii'ime anil
Illinois except beer. Finally its output Worthington. Ind.; Clifford H. Ogle,
nddrcsH In upper left b,n.,r comer. Address all loUcr-- i lo
was curtailed and then abolished en- Danville, III.; Michael
Rettcrath.
(
ill est I alitor, douioal.
tirely. Wo are now fighting a "dry" Fund Du Lie, Wis.; Luis Senereiil,
I
on
Dii
the
v.
Fond
enemy
mid
western
William
musl
Wis.:
Iho
while
Lac,
liiisslcs,
burr.
Sisco,
you
front,
jils
British have their rum and the French Thorp, Clark county, Wisconsin:
e
Tic .loin mil will give I'lfTY SKATS for tht
their light wines. Had it not been
P. Wilson, Fond Du Lac, Wis.
lYiilu.V Mglil. .May.' 10. at the Crystal
(' the
for
the
Wounded Slightly.
vigorous protests of th AmerHaiJerijrnuucr Kids play lliclr pranks on thc Captain
ican people, tho sneaker said, the
Limits Frederick
B. Abbott.
St.
and tin other characters, from the comic section of The
Sammies
Would,
bo
L. Gregory, Caribou,
Frederick
receiving their Louis;
doiiinal.
v
booze
too.
S.
Maine:
C.
James
D.;
McCoy. Pierre,
Tin; ki i.ks.
Keforring to the sacrifices
the John K. .Smith. Fond Du Lao. Wis.;
Write as near IPO words hoiium lines 12.1 anil less
American people are making to conC. Drelr. North Fond
Albert
Sergeants
will make u good story, about Hans anil Fritz and the
serve food, the speaker declared that Du I.ac, Wis.: Eugene C. McKtbbin,
oilier i'linra'tciM.1ia( you would like Hans ami IVK
the liquor business destroys enough Mariipnn.
1).' Paul O. Schroder,
!
do, who "Hans and Frit arc, and why you like litem.
food annually to feed the armies of Fond Du Iic. Wis.' " ""
NOW
Write a composition us you would for your teacher.
America and her allies. The liquor
l.slie
Sheboygan
Brages.
Porp'als
KIDS.
tii T ucsy
traffic requires and gets more than Falls, Wis.; Gerald P. Creon,'
w
one million cars every year, notwlth-s-itnilin- g Prittnin. Conn.: Jamei L. Moody Bris
Tlie prizes arc IH'ly scats lor Hie first II fly best stories
tho fact that there Is a short- tol, Conn.; Lewis A. Ny, New Haven,
age of cars to transport munitions and Conn. 5 Clifford E. Parsons, Bristol.
supplies needed ,v tho soldiers, as well Conn.; Robert
Peterson.
Bristol,
us to supply the civilian population at Conn.: Lea niter PfTer, 'Lkn Forest,
home.
HI.: William J. Pryor. Bristol. Conn.:
Captain Ilobpon closed his address Leslie P. Wilson. Pnrngonlrl. Ark.;
with an urgent Invitation to those Who Meeahnic Jacob Schnef, Milwaukee,
me festering the league of nations to Wis.
build their structure on a "dry" founPrivates Vaslle Anchole, Lonjr
dation.
X. v.; S'efann Armadorl, Bristol,
tO inn.; Charles Barlow: ,prlnce..on..
C.TT THIS OCT IT IS WORTH
Bnvkr
Wls.;i 'Konon
Hartfrd
MONI.V.
,
'"inn ; Charles W. B'lnc", 581 East
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this Tenth street, Portland. Ore : Julian
slip, enclose with Be and mall It to
Bragg. Somerset, Wis;: Cerl K. S.
Foley ft Co.. 2835 Sheffield Ave., Chi- trellis, Plattsbnrg. X. J.: Guisnppe
cago, ill., writln? your name and adM"Hnno, Waterhurv,- - Conn.; Boy J.
I.
dress clearly, you will receive in re- '"ollins,
Petersburg, T1U Stanley
,
turn n trial package
containing
New Haven. Conn.i JV'Hiam
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, for F. Pioollng, Saugatuck, Conn.; Ralph
coughs, coldsand croup: Foley Kid- W. Edwin, Fond du Lac, Wis.
ney Pills, for pain In sides and back;
Priva'es An'hony L. Enos, Provl-denerheumatism, backache,' kidney and
P. I.; Edward M. Fay. Wnke-"e'r- t,
iic
bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic
Mass.; ' John W. Furman,
Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly Princeton, wis.; George"
Gerred,
oleanslns cathartic, for constipation, - Fond dtt-. Tc,
vi8.:
Raymond Jheadache
biliousness,
tnd sluRPls- Gillette. Mlnot, N. D.: Frank GoloblnDoweis,
sola cveryworr, '
'skl, PKYlflence, n, ' I.; ' EWey g,
Man-I'nw-
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Creen, Vnlonville, Conn.; Emil
Peru, Ind.; George II. Hurley,
Charles Julius,
Maine;
Waterville,
Fond du Lac, Wis ; Edmond II. Kas-scChicago, III.; Powey Keno,
Wis.r Haymond A. Kinney,
Fopfl du Lac. Wis.; George Arthur
XlcCabe, Fond du iLac, Wis.; Ray
Martin, Oak Center, Wis.
Privates Jermiah' P. Murphy,
Mass.: Arthur P. Nelson, ltris-to- l,
Conn.; Herman P. Newton, Bran-forConn.; Anothy V. Nicantro,
Earnest Norenberg,
Conn.;
Fond du Luc, Wls.;Israel Jones, Bull
Run, Pa.; Joseph Persanoski, Stamford, Conn.; Charles Sampson, Fond
Wis.: Peter Bohultz, Fond du
du
Lac, Wis.; Henry W. Shepro, Fond du
Lac, Wis.: Stephen P. Smith. Fuyallup,
Wash.; Thomas J. Smith, Bridgeport,
Conn.
Privates Elmer rf. Snyder, Chicago:
Victor Splrgulowiczz, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Edwards Strahn, liaruoru,
I'onn,;
Haro'd Suprenand, Fond du La',( Wis.;
nun.;
New
Todzia.
P.
Britain,
Joseph
John Triolo. Tliomnsonvllle, Conn.;
Marinette. Wis.;
Wisner,
William
Franklin P. Wood, Fond du Lac, Wis.;
Conn.;
F.
Uockville,
John
Young,
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Senator Henri La Fontaine, head of
Iho fund for supplying books for the
Belgian soldiers, authorizes tho following statement.
We have just learned that the German military governor of Belgium a
few days ago published a decree calling for a list of all bells weighing over
twenty pount's, as well as a list of all
organ pipes in Belgium. Thev are to
be taken away to be used in the manufacture of guns.
Wo are also advised that the Germans are constantly bringing up picked troops for a continuous attack upon
the Belgian soldiers, it is most Important that we do everything possible to keep up the morale of our men
in order that they may be able to withstand the onslaught of the force that
Is overwhelming
in number. This Is
why we are appealing to the American
people to help us with pur work of
supplying to our troops the many little comforts which do so much to keep
up the morale of the Belgian troops.
We hope to be able to raise $ 00,000
Z.vcbeiS
Qut,ny, IWtush.; this year
for this purpose. .
New Haven,
Thomas F. Zelcchoski,
The Guaranty Trust Company
of
Conn,
New York, which is acting as depositary for the fund, is now recoivintr
contribution!) to tarry on the work of
this fund which for a long time was
MANY
supported entirely in England.
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RAISE RELIEF FUND

VOLUNTEERS

IgllJ

Factory Wood

Phone No.
,

251

,

H. CARNES,

Optometrist.
"Eyeglasses Tnat Satisfy"
The Most Modern and Completely Equipped Optical Parlor In the
Entire Southwest.
Fourth Street, Third Door North
Phone

of Postoffice.
tor Appointments.
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CHURCHES WANT SALOONS
TO CLOSE MUCH EARLIER
llfCIAL CO..IIPOKDINCI

TO MORNING

JOURNAL)

Santa Fc, May ". Petitions wero
signed in tjjc local' churches today
OFFICER TRAINING
addressed to aMyor K. p. Davies ami
the
council to
all saloons
CAMP IS CANCELLED closedcityfrom B p. m. toorder
7 a. m., as sort
to- the enforcement
of ii prelud
of
rtPECIAL CORRiaRONDKNCl TO MORNIM8 JOURW 4L1
prohibition less than five months
hence. The prediction is that the city
Camp Funston, Kan:'., May ii.
Much spechlution ha;; been caused here council will pass the ordinance.
JOURNAL!
TO MORNINO
CORRHRONOINCI
(PtClAl.
by the official s.atemcnt this week
x
May Locate in Stifle.
Santa Fe, May 5. That the record that the fourth officers'
tralninw
Santa Fe, May !. At thc First
for volunteers in the army will be camp, planned to commend May IS,
of
J. W.
Rev.
Presbyterian church.
broken this month, is the prediction
II is generally
has been cancelled.
Captain F. W. Fonda in cnarge 01 re understood that the order applies to Hamblin of Cass City, Mich., preached
will
both
and
and
m
evening
morning
tins district.
cruiting
the camp at Funston onlv. ilthough
remain during May to fill the vacant
"The reason for this," the captain no Information
is
available.
The
It is possible that lie will losavs, "is becalms the young men of many applications which already have pulpit.
cate in Xew Mexico. He Is a young
ihi nation realize the best interests
- man of marked
continand
received
which
fcen
thns3
p
eloquence and
of the nation ...have beeno considered by1
made a. splendid impresnil 1'ailiy nre arriving are referred directly
II. hill reoiiil'
,
wly
HI
COUKICM1
ltlf.i,iij,
Whether or not (ho sion uponhis audiences yesterday.
age of to' Washington.
all men who have reached-th- e
order mav mean the movement of
21 vears since June 6, 1917, and as
Marshal 1 rciicV: Promoted.
In tho next
division
General
Wood's
thev attain that age, to register. PracLondon.
May 5. Field Marshal
are few weeks is a mutter of conjecture.'
tically all branches of the service
Viscount French has been oppolnted
open for voluntary enlistments to men
lord lieutenant of Ireland.
lournnl Want Ads bring results
who are not registered for the draft,
and who conic within the prescribed
ages.'"
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POUR OIL ON POOLS
AND PREVENT BIRTH
'

Plows Five to Seven
Acres a Day at
One-four-

'

OF MANY MOSQUITOS:

The time has urrlved when the city
fathers, poring over iheir newspaper
afteii the evening mcul, make occasional vicious attacks on the air and
now and then mutter an invective,
against the buzzing pest, the mosquito,
No longer can father hoist his slippered feet to the living room tiiile
and rnjoy In peace an .evening of
reading, unless he Is so screened that
the nefarious insect has no entrance
to his home.
Slu uld one happen to visit the lowlands, bordering tfce Rio Gjande river,
In the vicinity of Albuquerque, as the
sun is lowering hc'will hear thc concert of the .mosquitoes preparing in
council their summer activities against
the human race. Fortunate: Indeed is
be who escapes such h visit without
a stinging souvenir of his Inspection.
The solution is simple. "Pour oil bn
tho troubled waters." Scientists, eminent biologists, have learned that the
mosquito breedri In und on the. water.
The young mosquito, before he quits
his aquatic home to spread his torment on solid ground, spends several
days at least in preparing for the
flight. During this period he comes
often to the surface of the water for
air. A thin coating ot oil is deAth to
the mosquito. He cannot penetrate
the oil on the surface and life and he
cannot live without the air.
So health authorities, physicians
and biologists have urged that a thin
coating of oil be spread over the
breeding pools. A little work before!
the breeding season Is over and thou
sands of mosquitoes i will never ma
ture to harass the human race.
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is what you can do with
used
with your Ford Touring car
You
can
make
tho
or
roadster.
itwciSic' r abotoS Jtu.
Change in evenly mirvtes.
Tho
Is guaranteed. IT IS BEST FOR
FARM WORK. Over 1,000 in use today.
Also made foi Overland and
Chevrolet, Dodge and Studebaker soon.
Our agents proposition will more than please you. If there is no agent
in your locality, write, wire or phone.

Ijmm

That

H

MOTOR CO.

MOORE-HARD- Y
1718-172- 0

Denver, Colo.

Broadway.

s

MARINE SLEEPS

IN

"V

BED OF GREEK KING
IRRCCIAL

CONRISRONOBNCK

TO MONNIN

JOURNAL!

Seattle, Wash., May 5. Sleeping in
tho luxurious, bed once occupied by
the king of Greece when he visited
France, and being attended by a valet
In velvet and gold lace, was the novel
experience of Ridge Sly, of Yakima,
a member of tho United States marine
corps now with General Pershing's
forces In France.
Sly's mother received a letter several days ago from her son in which
he described
his furlough, spent
"somewhere In France" out of the
battle zone,
In the letter he tells of being Quar
tered in one of many hotels set aside
for American soldiers on leave, where
he was given the honor of sleeping In'
tne chamber formerly used bv the!
Grecian monarch,

th

Co3t of Horses

McC ALLS MAGAZINE
(For May)

The

Superb
of
Quality
FashMcCall
ions is the result of many
years of care-

ill

ful study in the
interpretation of
the style tendencies of the times
and adapting
them to the needs
and uses of the
American

g
McCall

Patterns

for May
NOW ON SALE
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

THREE

Monday, May 6,1918.
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AT TIIK TH EATERS TODAY.

'IV' Theater

Repeating Marguer

"i

as the star in "Rich; Man,
Poor Man:" also a reel of "World's

He Clark

dWwfWJW

Current Events."

0Hra

Crystal

Dark.

House

Ideal Tliealw A Pathe five-refeature. "The Other Woman;" also
the fifth episode of "The House of
Moreno and
Hate." with Antonio
Pearl White.
r
Earle Williams and
Lyric
Darmond starring in "An
Grace
American Live Wire," a Vitagvaph
feature; a "Ford Weekly" and a com

,

A

If!

edy of

M

n

each.

el

jnislintc Theater Repeating June
Caprice as the star in "A Camouflage Kiss;" also "Are Married. Policemen Safe," a Sunshine

'.MAZ

(

g

1

i

comedy.

DO

atThethe "n."

poseHsion of. wealth, according
philosophers, does not bring
Hence it follows that when
wealth.
a rich man loves nobody and no one
loves him, he is the poorest man in the
world. This is the theme that is splenIn
illustrated
Marguerite
didly
Clark's latest Paramount photoplay.
"Rich Man, Poor Man," a story based
by
upon the novel of the same name for
Maximilian Foster, and adapted
the screen by George Brqadhurst.' to
"Rich Man, Poor Man, which is
theater today
he displayed at the-"- "
best pictures In
only, Is one of theever
has appeared
which Miss Clark
and she is capably supported, chief
Frederick
being
among her players
Wurtlc." the tragedian, who portrays
the role of the aged financier.
In conection with the "Rich Man,
also
Poor Man," the management is Currepeating the reel of "World's
to the

rent Events."
AT THE WEAL.

Ceorge B. Seitz, who directed Pearl
White and Anonio Moreno In the big
serial. "The House of Hate," the fifth
at the
episode of which will be shdwn
Ideal theater today only, is a Hying
a
brilliant
success
example of the
young man can attain 'In the motion
picture business.
"The House of Hate" has, according to him, the most baffling mystery
ever embodied in any of the Pathe
"When I read the (script
jserials.
and out line of the story of "The House
of Hate' I found that there was a new
way of introducing mysitery and we
have made the most of It," says Mr.
Seitz.

"With Pearl. White as the heroine1
and Antolo Moreno as the hero,
the supused great care in picking
cast. '
porting all starabove
episode of The
Besides the
House of Hate," there will be shown
entitled
a Pathe feature of
"The Other Woman."
five-reel-

s,

'

AT THE LYRIC.
Mills
unwittingly
Director Tom
half-da- y
gave a player a miserable "An Amscenes
for
in the filming of
erican Live Wire," the Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature, which will be the attraction at the Lyric theater today
on
only. The company was working
the' decks of a big freighter In San
calls
Diego harbor, and as the action
for a double identity situation, the
mans
director purposely kepit the
back to the camera.
A small boat had been dispatched

--
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You may have kidney irregularities, too.
'
serious kidney trouble takes hold. Use Doan's Kidney Pills, the
remedy that has helped so many
Albuquerque people.

THE PASTIME.
June Caprice gave the audiences at
the Pastime theater a good lunch
yesterday when she appeared in her
Fox
photoplay, "A
latest William
Camouflage Kiss," and the same production is being repeated at the PasAT

Read These Albuquerq ue Gases:

time today.

The dainty June gets mixed up in
a pork and bean episode that Just
oosJ humor. Her brothe-in-'''l-

whose pork business, is bad, comhines
with a bean manufacturer who is in
love with June. He's shy, however,
and f6olishly gets another man to
steal a kiss from June in the dark,
hoping to make June believe he did
it. But the real kisser kisses June in
the day light and then it's all off for
the the pork man becauso June
knows the real thing from the sample.
In the cast with Miss Caprice are
Bernard Thornton, Pell Trenton,
George Bunny, and Lola May. The
story was written bv Stephen Fox and
staged by Harry Millarde.
There will also be repeated the
Sunshine comedy, ""Are Married Policemen Safe?"

X.

'

SC0VELL TO SPEAK
AT

.T.

GYMNASIUM

16

MAY

THURSDAY,

Ben Scovill, who spoke at a Santa
the
Fe reading room entertainment at adwill
Y. M. C. A. Saturday night, 111
.1 ........ n. maatinir
PP on
Qt ihn same
Thursday night, May 16. Scovell hasg
spent several montns aoroaa
the soldiers. Although he is
an American citizen, he I sa veteran
of thtf Boer war. He Is an Interesting
speaker, as he has a message direct
'
from the western frdnt. .".""',
rtulta.
Journal Waat AOa
11

emer-"tainln-

ft

GIRLS WILL FORM
.
NEW SEWING UNIT
FOR
RED
CROSS
Albuquerque girls are to be given
an opportunity to show their patriotism in a new way. The work In the
garment rooms of the Red Cross
chapter here needs speeding up ami
the chairman has decided that each
Monday is to be given over for the
girls to make the garments. The
chairman has urged that every girl
not actually employed shall arrange
to give at least a portion of the day
to this work and a large gathering of
girls is expected today
On May 1 the largest shipment of
garments yet prepared by the Red
Cross here was sent to headquarters.
This shipment included 120 sweaters,
thirty-fou- r
pairs' of socks and four
helmets.
An additional supply, of
yarn, 400 pound has been ordered
and should be here this week.
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lioan's Kidney I'ills, for I have tried many others and
know thai Doan a are the best."

AVKMK

.1.
SuinmerH. :,17 W. i.ea.l Ave.
nvilkn'.
ney Villa deaelve miieh praise, fur thev tinive.L t.v 1... ..v.
eellent when J taeil them. Several yean
tnv hack
ag.i
heeanio a.i lame and .harn paiim nlereed nie
Whan
monped. t was dlffiealt
m,. t.i atralghten. I got Doan'a
Kidney Vllls nnd n.itlee.l s.,i,,e relief wlien I hail used the
first hox. I t.iiulnind takiiiR Hunn'a until cured nf the
.lameness nan pains in niv t.aek. I haven't had any
symptoms nt tile tvnilile slnee. "

SIKtLr

Win. II. I'rol.ell. Sr., l.rl.lKe rarpenler, liir, S High SI.,
"Hli.lKe huildlni; requires mueh h.nvj- liliin
nnd
R'lys:
la stooped positions.
Working
That brought on kidney
trouble and rheimmtie pains In mv haek and shoulders,
enuslng mo no end of misery. I eouldn't stoop or get up
qutekly because of tliH lameness In nv ba.k.
finally,
bought lman's Kidney IMils at the Alvaradu T'harmaey
111
thee gave nip sueh exeellenl reflef In a few llavs
that I e.mtlnued laklng thtun until rid of the allaek. I
Wouldn't
think of taking any other kidney medieine than

Mrs.

hem "

1

N.

I,.

on Mareh

Villa

AVEM'E

lira. (I,.... Krnne, HCI W. Frull Ave., says: "About eight
years ago I had a great ileal of Irouhle with my back. I
felt sore nnd lame and when I attempted to lift aiii'tlllng
a sharp, cutting pain went through me. t bought LMn'i
Kidney Villa at Huppe's Drug Store- and they soon gave me
relief. Hefore long l)oan's cured me of the. palna ami
lameness In my haek and I have never had a return of

M IIKKt

Warren. Mi S. Aim. St.. gave the following
!l,
i:.ir,: "i i,:lVl, f,,nd lloana Kidney
splendid and I
them to oihers.
Culds
bad settled ..n my Ifldneya and I had overworked when
doing my housework.
surfire.l from backache and a
dull, wearisome reeling that took away all my iSinrgy and
made me miserable. Doan's Kidney Vllls soon rid me of
the trouble. "- A I.ASTINi; l;i KMT.
On Way IT, 1'jlT, Mrs. Warren said: "lioan's Kidney
Vills surely eui.d me of kidney trouble. I am very much'
pleased to aay the vni'e has proven lasting."
V.

stan-meii- l

FRI.'IT

HHOADWAV

li. o Smllh. stationary
engineer. I'.'t N, ltroadway.
mns: "I sincerely recommeiMl
Voaa'a Kl.lm'y Villa for
they proved to be an Invaluable niedkino when I had
backacltts and ether kidney trouble, l.oau'a gave me Immediate relief and soon cured the trouble entirely.
I
haven't had any sign of the complaint for the past four
years. Winn 1 lived In IV misylvunla a number of ytara
ago I publicly recommended Donna Kidney Villa and I
am as strong in praising them now aa ever."

Doairxs liCidiniev Ml.

Every Druggist Has Doan's, 60c a Box.

hours linn ben completed the
Ih awiirriofl tlio inglsjnin.
linrncy Olddeld, worltl a tiremier
automobile nicer, when In Albtuiiier- to the local
fliie recently, donated
clmptrr of the otKaniation a worn
tire and casing. He miKKested that
this be the starting point of a move
to itather all of the old rubber possible
which could be sold at (food prices and
thus net a lari?o sum for the chapter.
This, sujiKcistioii has been adopted and
the chapter has Issued a request that
all persons having old rubber of any
sort, rubbers, worn tires and casings,
old Burden hose, In fact any rubber
article, shall donate It to the chapter.
The rubber will be received at head
quarters in the Chamber of Commerce
o

knitters

building;.

Foster-MilburnC-

STOLEN FROM CURB
H. L.

Mitchell, 1207 East Central
reported to the police lust
DEGAN URGES PEOPLE
night that his automobile was stolen
from the curb near thejastlmo theAT HOME TO HELP IN
ater between n and 11 o'clock. The
Sludebaknr
WAR BY BUYING BONDS car was a colored
with a wine
body.
is believed by. the police that the
It
Private F. 11. Doj?an of theiTwenty- - car was taken by 'Joy riders."
seventh engineers tit Camp Mead, Mil.,
In a letter to J. T. McLaughlin here
FRANK BURROW FOUND
Ui'Kcs the people at home to buy Lib
erty Tsonds nnd Kivo financial sup
DEAD AT M0UNTA1NAIR,
port in any way that will he o the
In
wnr.
country
Dcgan
winning the
He
Santa Fc, .May, 5. Frank Burrow,
formerly lived in Albuquerque.
who had arrived at Mountalnair the
says In part:
our rciriment is ready for over evening before, was found dead in
sea service any time and wc are fully his bed at one of the hotels the folequipped in clothes, arms and drill lowing morning, having succumbed to
to take any part of the combat which tuberculosis
Hurrow hud no bagcomes our way. We a'l realize that gage but hud $14.43 in his pockets?.
you folks at homo are Riving us your Burial was made at Mountalnair,
full moral support which we surely
appreciate.
RED CROSS NURSE
"One tlOO bond, will clothe and
:
feed a soldier for ciKht months.
TELLS OF WORK
"Three $100 bonds will clothe and
feed a soldier for one year in France.
IN ARMY HOSPITALS
Tel! your large circle of friends about
this as your Uncle Sam sure needs
Harriet Bird Warren, the Amerleag
the money. Give the word to the boys
at home that now Is the time to come lied Cross nurse, who served in the
front-lin- e
across with their financial support.
hospitals, where they tiring
Vie wounded soldiers right from the
firing line, will tell about the activiMANY ENLIST IN
ties of that wonderful organization at
FLY CAMPAIGNS aur . Chautauqua, which .opens h.ere

LJ

Manufacturing Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y.

o.,

,T. Hyde, precinct chairman of the dework of the Huns, ground my teeth
fense council.
and clenched my fists as I looked and
At a well attended meeting held In wished in my heart that my own beCandelariu. N. .VI., Saturday night, 1''. loved country wi;h its power ami
C. W. I'ooler, of the l.'nited States for. strength would step in anil stop, or at
est service, spoke on fly extermination least return In the aggressors some
ami sanitation. .Manuel Trujillo acted punishment for this waste of God's
as Interpreter nnd also deliveretl a handiwork, human life.
short address on war gardens. The
"Wc were not In the war then, and
meeting of the campaign will bo hold yet in the air all about me I could feel
in the school at Old Albuquerque totin? strength mf the call, 'America,
night. Mr. .M. K. Wylder and Nestor won't you help us?' Yet not once did
I hear it from a soldier's
Moutoya will be the principal
lips.
"Several days later, a convalescing
patient front another ward visiting a
member of his company in my ward,
STUDEBAKER CAR IS

avenue,

saw this boy of whom. I speak and
rccogiil.ed in him it chum from his
home village. My patient asked his
friend, who was so much better than
he, to write t.i bin mother. When the
visitor left the ward he called me
aside and with tears tu his eyes and
quivering lips he told mo that that
boy's homo village bad been in vailed
by the enemy, that his two sisters,
one a girl nf 14 years'and iho other
17 years old, had been taki-by the
Germans, who, no one knew, and the
mother in frantic grief, had watched
those daughters being taken off. A
' short time later she died. Meanwhile,

a

the boy was wultiiiK every day, hop
ing to hear from mother or sister.
We had a Swiss orderly, speaking
French fluently, and In a little while
we were able to tell the soldier that
his sisters hud escaped to Switzerland
nnd his mother had succumbed to a
heavy cold. Not until he was fully re.
covered did ho learn the truth and
then only one desire was left to him,
to fight until the end. He returned
to the scrvlco In the course of tim
and in a letter which I have, he speaks
of twice being decorated for bravery
and being cited in the crdera of th
day."

The Princess Pat" Is the Best American Musical
Comedy That Has Been Written in Years, Is View

Of Charles Darnton, Noted N. Y. Theatrical Critic
T.

.

500 persons have aligned

More than
themselves with the health officials of
this city and county in the campaign
for the elimination of flics. J. F. Sena,
campaign chairman at. Alameda, N.
The Red Cross Insignia Is to be SI., reports the school children of that
awarded to knitters Ton the following district have enthusiastically enlisted
In a campaign
to clean up the disbasis: Wristlets valued at Tour
at ten hours, socks at four- trict, Bwat the fly and improve the
teen hours a pair, and sweaters at Sanitary conditions. The children are
sixteen noun. When a total of seven- - working under leadership of Mrs, W
hours-helmet-

NTRKt'T

Mrs. K. T. I'iiviu'. SJ7 X. RUth th St., sayn: "l.:is( During
was the first ilmn that
ever hud any ympiums of kidney i1l8.ir.1iT.
My hack uehe.l, esipelally afur exerliiili
r after I wan ..n my feet very much. One hox f 1nitr
Kidney pills helped me and after I had taken two limea,
the palna had iHHappeuretl fr.nn my baek nnd every ether
symptom if kidney disorder hail left. I have taken Dunn'a
Kidney Pllla slnee to regulate my kidneys and they have
been of mueb benefit."

r,

near-accide-

Spring
finds you full of mysterious aches and
pains; you are- nervous, dizzy, irritable and
Don't wait! Help the weakened kidneys before

en i
'
DIlue

Npw is the time to hint string beans,
lent of J. L. Philaccording to a state
waiter, who nays
lips, war garden cbush beans ma very profitably be
planted now but that more tender
pole beans will thrive better il the
planting Is delayed another week.
Phillips advises thai plenty of Lima
and string beans in the home gardens

Following are the counties of the
state with the number 'of men which
will be required for the increment
which will entrain May 25:
Bernalillo, 0; Chores, 0: Colfax, 34;
Curry, 14; Dona Ana. 75; Eddy, 0;
Grant, 76; Guadalupe, 51; Lincoln, 8;
0;
Mora, 94;
Luna, 0; McKinley,
Otero,'1 0; Quay, 23; Rio Arriba, 99;
San
48;
Sandoval,
34;
Roosevelt,
Juan, 22; San Miguel, 85; Santa Fe,
80;'Sierra, 2S; Socorro, IT; Taos, 60;
Torrance, 31; Union, 55; Valencia, 56;
total 985.

feel as if it would

,a heavy strain on the kidneys,

U

Is Patriotic, All
OverTatioo Shows

Mexico.

back

it's time ycu looked to your kidneys !
Winter with it chills and changes throws

for n second player and the actor in
question got the idea that his work
was not satisfactory and that a substitute had boon sent for. When, In
the devolopment nf the story, the idea
was revealed, a much relieved player
copfidod to Mr. Mills his fear he was
losing out. when In an entire morning's work, he had not been permitted
to show his face to the foreground.
Many beautiful water scenes are
shown in this picture, which is adapted from the O. Henry story, "The Lotus and the Bottle." Karl Williams,
with Grace Darmond, have the featured roles and are supported by Hal
Clements, Miss Toner, Orral Humphries, Margaret Bennett and Mal- solm Illevins.
The above will be followed by a
Ford Weekly'" and a comedy fea
each.
ture of one-re-

half-doze-

feel dull, tired, achy all

Are you "all played out''
feel as if you just cant keep going?. Then

il
Apiwiring today, with ft race
In "An American Live Wire," at
the Lyric Theater.

Good stories are rare these days and
when one does come along that is not
bowed down by old age we like to pass
it on. This one may shock some people outwardly at least but as it was
told at the 'Y' luncheon last night
by a minister we assume that it Is
entirely proper.
A wounded Tommio had been rewill keep down the high cost of living moved from the trenches to a nearand incidentally that the home gard-netie was seated on a
by hospital.
is In reality serving the governand the physician removed the
chair
ment.
soldier's blouse and shirt for the pur"Do not plant beans any deeper pose of locating the wound. The sawthan is necessary to innure good germ- bones found that Tommie had been
During
ination," Phillips says. "From an inch shot through the shoulder.
his investigation the surgeon also disto two inches, depending on the conof Engithe
of
a
King
is
Where
likeness
correct.
soil
covered
of
the
sistency
ne! tattooed on the soldier's onright
Hpace In limited n in trie borne gardthe
They breast, a likeness of the queen in, the
en, pole beans nre advisable.
can be planted nlor.g the edge of your left breast and the Union Jack
garden or permitted to climb on the center. .
"You are very patriotic," remarked
fence. However. If they are planted
the
In the middle of the garden provide the surgeon as ho gazed upon
euoh hill with a pole or other support. tattooed designs. don't know how pan
"Yes, but you
beans In each,
"Plant a
Tommie. "I'm sithill. The hills should not bo less than triotic I am," said and Hindenburg.
on the kaiser
After
ting
inches
apart.
plants
thirty
come up thin to three or four of the
Among pole beans POSTAL MESSENGER
strongest plants.
the Kentucky Wonder has won the
users. After plant-In- g
of
NARROWLY ESCAPES
greatest number
beans he careful to prevent the
DROWNING IN RIVER
formation of a surface, crust through
,
the drying of the soil after watering.
In the cultivation of beans frequent
"Dinky" Anderson, "a messenger for
utirring of the soil is beneficial."
the Postal Telecranh company, nar
rowly escaped drowning yesterday afternoon when he wns swept from" his
BERNALILLO CO.
feet by the current of the Rio Grande
river, as he was attempting to ford
FULL QUOTA
HAS
near Old Albuquerque.
A. J. Nylund, night manager of the
OF jRAFTED MEN
company, and five of the boys had
started to the extinct volcanoes west
to an announcement of the city. As they reached the fordAccording
from Santa Fe six counties of the ing place, Nylund was swept from his
state have furnished their full quota feet but managed to swim to shore.
of more than their quota of men for Anderson had gotten about 100 yards
the national army and will not be re- into the stream and .was carried aboht
to
he managed
quired to send men in the increment 300 yards before
"which goes to Camp Cody, May 25. reach a sandbar. Nylund was carry,
Bernalillo county was the first coun- ing his clothes and kept them dry.
ty announced as having furnished the Anderson, however, wag soaked and
full quota of men. The announcement lost his lunch. The party built a large,
was made by Capt. R. C. Reid, adminfire and dried their clothes and foristration officer of the draft in New tunately were none the worse for the.

YOU

break?

Wounded Tommy

NOW IS TIME TO
PLANT BLUSH BEANS,
EXPERT ADVISES

I

7m

TlM-ate-

one-re-

A

1

Saturday, May 11.
Recently she told the following incident to a group who were gathered
about her, listening to some of her interesting stories:
"He was brought to myiward on a
wheeled stretcher by the orderlies, a
mangled and torn mass of humanity
that at one time hud been a strong
boy of Franco. The wages of war
were placed heavily upon him and
even I, who had by this time grown
accustomed to Uib horrors of the
'

A

$M PITCharles IXirnton, the efficient critic
of the New York livening World,
wrote of the Cort theater'productlon
of the Henry ISIossom-VictHerbert
musical comedy which comes to the
Crystal theater for one performance
only Thursday night. May 9: ;lt Ih
the best American musical comedy
that ha been written in years." This

-

JWKn

r

would seem to be sufficient endorse-meever in evidence In this
.
for any seeker of entertainment, number 'and there 'are opera, ofEvery
'twenty
them.
"The Princess Pat" is built on entirely Ui
this latest Herbert musical comedy,
different lines from "M'dlle Modiste,"
"The Red Mill," "The Prima Donna," liuve won praise.
and the various other earlier works An exact, brand new duplicate of the
of Mr. Herbert, yet the same master-fu- l sumptuous Cort theater, NeW Tork
ability of. this celebrated! composer production will be seen here. Seat
to give tlu 'public a spirited icore is will be on sale Tuesday at Matsoas,
nt

Albuquerque Morning .Journal,
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Sox to Cross
Plate for Score,

(BY MOBN1NB

- Roswell,

TAf"l

Elw

White

your relief anywhere and promptly,
at small charge.

SUP E

CHICAGO

MC!AL I.EAiVD WIWi

Detroit, Mhv 5. A poor return l.y
Ions sacrifice
Lcihold off
fly with the bases filled in the eighth
inning enabled Detroit to win from
Street
Chicago, l'.ush drove a fast onf
through the phcher's drive, filling the
jll.upes. Bush scored onwm-.-Heilmnn's fly
""" K'0"" crossed
&a.XfrMtffffl throw went between third and .the
plate. Oandil drove in loth of tin
hit
visttors's runs with a three-has- p
1,1 ,hfi ,m,r,hOF THE TEAMS
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flush,
Cold.., cf
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Heilman, rf
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CONFERENCE

POO MEET

Likely to Be Strongest Con
tenders for Cup,
I'nivcrsitv field is heins put in
shape for the annual intei scholastic
high school track Mieet to be held
here Friday and Saturday. A new
fence has been put uroiind the field
and a new grandstand is now under
construction.
According to th lis; of entries Kent
to Prof. A. O. Weese, who is in charge
of arrangements, from the various high
schools, Santa r'e, Kosweil and
will be the strongest
for thf Spauldiug n:p.
and Uoswell higlis have each
won two of the meets and should eith.
is

Alhu-(Itierq-

er of these institution:: win this year,
they will have poiinanint possession
which
of the cup. othrr high
have agreed to send representatives
for the field events include Dawson
and Baton.
The first day will he taken up only
with the preliminary fold events. Besides ihe finals which will be run off
on Saturday afternoon there will be
a declamatory contest Saturday morning and an oratorical coolest Saturday
night. Both the declamatoiy and oratorical contests will be held in Itodey
hull on the Univoisl.y campus. Schools
which have sent word Hint they will
send contestants in these divisions are
Santa
Otrlsbud, lioswell, Clayton,
Las Vegas, Katun, Santa Kosa and

!',

iii

Duke

City-

-

Next Thursday and Friday. May 9
and 10. a statewide war conference
undei
will be held in Albuquerque
council ui
auspices of the New Mexico
of
conference
the
defense. The object
is to meet and confer with reprtsenla-tive- s
of the national defense council,
so that the national phases of the work
will be brought directly to tne im.u
and s.iite workers.
Sectional concresres are to be held
to exchange ideas and work out plans
of the
for the clos-- iwork of the various departments. A!'
are
councils
expected
of the county
to be represented ,v on" or more dele-ga- t
s. The heads of all war agencies
in the state will be r presented. Hue
department of the special conferences
will' bo a meeting of the newspaper
cdiiors.
B. McK'ee, chairman of the ao.
conimodalion committe". is In charge
of reservations for visiting delegates.
All chairman and
ffierrs of the local Bed Cross chapter have been invited 10 attend the conferences and
men of the state are
the
requested to mobilize in Albuquerque
on tho two days. Comity agricultural
agents also have been United to attend the meetings.
The statewide confer, nee to be held
at 1:311 o'clock Thuisday afternoon
Will be open In the entire personnel of
the following urbanizations: Food administration, county councils of defense, community councils, woman's
e
men, boys'
committee,
working reserve, public service reserve, war savings committee, Red
Cross, stale department of public instruction, slate legal advisory committees, fuel administration, L'nited
States employment service. Liberty
Loan committees, state sneakers' bureau, state board of health, historical
service board, New Mexico council of
defense and all other war organizations.
In addition the general council will
be open to the following: Agents and
officers of the federal government,
representatives of the stato agricultural college, slate, county and city officials; officials of organized labor,
representatives of the Y. M. C .A. and
Y. W. c. A., representatives of the
oe
K. of C, social workers, ministers, financial agents, county school superln.
tendentn, teachers, det'tors and editors.
The Thursday evening meeting will
be open to the public.
On Friday, at
a. 111.. there will be
a general conference of war lunrds,
open to the state representatives of
federal departments and administrations as follows: Treasury department
and Liberty Loan organization, woman's committee, fuel administration,
.
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OPEN HERE

Thu winning school
Ihe track
meet will be given a bronze tablet
lias
a
of
done
as
been
banner,
Young,
ashmglon
Yelle, e
years. K.udeuts who take
z and c.
first, second and third places In the
(V UDltMNC JOUHN.l. r.MCIAL LCIIIh Wll.il
TODAY Spencer,
events will bo given individual medals
Dauss, p
i
fim.iiiriliti :illd WHERE THEY PLAY
.
IlllliUl, iliu..
as
usual. The track contestants who
ii
.....
Jones,
i""-jwill lie entered from Kosweil, Albul'ittsouign on KC even in ine him seaaWIker, 7.7.
K
NATIONAL
LEUil
double-headof the
querque and Santa In are: t
league
Cincinnati ut St. Louis.
Kosweil Austin, Bassrtt, Blayney,
son. Tomey, making his first appear-aneTotals
.25 3 6 27 13
z
of the season, pitched fine ball
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Batted for Yelle in seventh
Canon, Corn, Hale, Hayes. Homan,
New York at Boston.
in the first tamo, and would not have
zzHatted for Dauss In seventh
Jonts, McPherron, I eiwlergrass, 7r- ton and Whatley; Santa Fe Cantelou
been scored on hut for an error
Score by innings:
AMERICAN LKAOl'K.
him. The locals knocked Jacobs000 200 000 2 Herrera, Laws, l.oveland and Stapelln
Chicago
inat
Cleveland
Chicago.
three
In
less
box
than
out of the
Detroit
010 000 02x 3 Albuquerque
Blake, Faw, Harring
St. Louis at Detroit.
, w;u
nings.
hit Gandil. ton, Herndon, Horner, Miller, Payton,
Summary: Three-bas- e
Boston at New York.
Sacrifice
in the' second name, Schneider
hils
Pinter,
Rogers, Sanchez, Sandoval,
Vitt, Kchalk, Jackson.
Washington at Philadelphia.
wild and his error in the- second in- Sacrifice fly Heilman. Double play
Sedillo, Sganzini and Sniaulding.
McMullen to Itisberg; to Gandil. Bases
ning pave Pittsburgh a run. Cinrin--toj
on balls
n'ati hit Harmon hard but failed
iff Danforth 4.
,
Innings
get full value for their safe drives.
pitched Dauss 7, Jones 2. Hit by
Pittt'biii'gh.
3
I!
By
pitcher
Danforth
(Dressen.
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
AH. It. H. PO. A. K
First came:
Spencer, Cobb). Struck out Bv Dausn
1
3
4
2. by Ihuiforth 2.
Caton, ss
Winning
pitcher
4
0 13
Mollwitz. lb
Jones.
2
0
1
:
Carey, cf
Oaklund
I .on AnnlcH
2
0
Stengel, rf .
St. Iiuis 3; ClevelaiKl 0.
Los Angeles, May 5.
II
St. Louis, May 6. Sothoron bested
C'titshaw, 2h
B. H. K.
Score Morning game:
3
5
0
3; Coveleskie in a pitchers' duel and Si.
King, If
Oakland
7 13
Louis shut out Cleveland. St. Louis
McKechnie, 2h
I.os Angeles
Archer, e
Batteries:
Murray and Martin; made the Irregular hits count, while
BIG
Jacobs, p
Cleveland, owing to good support bet'randall and Ijtpan.
Sanders, p.
lt. H. K. hind Sothoron's masterly twirling was
Score Afternoon game:
r
0; helpless when hits meant runs. Five
Oakland
2
7
7 24
32
5
Totals
double plays featured. ScoreLos AnuelcM
Kit-- j
( InciniiM j.
and
levcland.
Mitze;
Batteries:
Trough
George White, former athlele of the department of agriculture, department
AH. H. H. I' ). A. K.
AH. K. H. PO, A. K. I
tery apd l.apan.
niversily of New Mexico-- , now sta- of labor, food administration, Red
1
4
3
4
0
3
31)
Gioh, 31)
0
0
0
0 tioned at the naval
"ait,
e
training camp at Cross and
men.
4
a
3
4
0
0
L. Ma gee, 2 b
1
.)
Turner, 3b
0
0
S.ilt Lake 3; Vernon 2.
0 San Diego, placed in each of the three
In addition to this conference of
r.
4
(I
I
0
3
t
ss
Kousch, cf
0
Chapman,
5.
in
events
Salt
Lake
a
he
which
In
was
entered
City,
May
ft
1
II
3
9
0
S. Magee, lb
u
1
4
Speaker, cf
Score:
track and field meet at
ft
IU;K;
4
2
0
4
Griffith, if
0
3 Hoih, rf
2
6
San Diego last wotk, it wus learned
Vernon
4
2
0
ft
4
0
If
Ntal,
21) ... 4
0
Wamsganss.
3
0
3
here yesterday.
Salt Lake
0
4
2 10
Blaekhurne, ss . . . 4
0
0
Williams, lb
0
Kntries in the meet were Camp
Batteries:
Quinn and Devormer; Wood,
3
3
2
(I
L
If
4
Wingo. c
0
0
0
0
0
Konniek.
the Naval training station,
anil
McCabc
Kearny,
2
3
ft
0
0
3
Toney, p
0
4
0
O'Neill, c
3
0 the Twenty-firs- !
infantry and the
.'
1
x.
ft
0
Grainy,
0
0
0
Harbor patrol. The Naval training
Kan I Ynmdsco
Sacramento
33 3 10 27 12
Totals
,
0
1
Knzmann,
0
0
p
0
0
the
division in which White
station,
San Francisco, May 5.
Score by Innings:
was entered, took second place in the
It. If. K.
Score Morning game:
l
010 000 000
Totals
Pittsburgh
0
6 24
8
3 meet,
.,33
C
2
3
Camp
Sacramento
Kearny finishing first.
x Batted for Coveleskio in
Cincinnati
Ill 000 OOx
White took first place in the high
7
3
5
eighth.
BatterieN:
Sanders and San Francisco
Jacobs,
St.
Louis.
a
jump with
leap of 5 feet, 9 inches,
Batteries: Brenton, Leake and Kast- Archer; Toney and Wingo.
AB. R. H. po. A. E. and lied for first in the pole vault. Ae
hits Groh, King. Three, erly; Seaton and McKee.
Tobin, cf . . .
he
finished
third In the 120.
lthough
B.
H.
R.
Score Afternoon game:
base hit Groh. Double plays Toney
Maisel, 3b...
0
0 yard high hurdle race, ho was cred4
9
. 9
to L. Magee to S. Maget; Stengel ti) Sacramento
11
Sisler.
13
0
0
ited with second place after a protest
.4 14 1
Caton. liases on balls Off Toney 3, San Francisco
Smith, If ...
2
2
0
had been made against Case, who finWest
and Easterly; Demmitt,
(latteries:
off Jacobs 1, off Sanders 1. Inn ngs
.
rf
0
2
0
ished first. The latter was disqualiO'Doul and Brooks.
Saffders 5
pitched Jacobs 2
Gedeon, 2b
2
1
4
fied on the grounds that'he was not a
Struck out l!y Toney 3.
1
Nunamaker, c
0
regularly enlisted or commissioned
Score "Second game:
K. II. K.
1
Gerber, ss .
service man. The tinie for the hurV
k
4
Pittsburgh
Sothoron, p .
0
0
2
dle race was 15
seconds. White
n
Cincinnati
3
made S
SOUTHERN
ASSOCIATION
points, being the fourth
Batteries:
Totals
Steel
and
Harmon,
30 3 10 27 7 2 highest point winner' in the meet.
Klackwell; Schneider and Wingo.
Score by innings:
Athletes of world-wid- e
reputation
lovol!nd
000 000 0000 were
represented in the various
St Louis
Chicago 3; Si. Louis O.
no
000
3
2.
3;
Little
Rock
At
lftx
events,
of
the San Diego nows-pap- e
due
Chattanooga
Two-bas- e
Chicago, May 6. Jim Vaughn was
Summary:
hits ChapAt Nashville 4; Memphis 2.
printed a picture of White and
in fine form and held St. Louis to
man.
Smith.
Sacrifice
hit Maisel. others finishing the hurdles. White's
At New Orleans 6; Birmingham 4. Stolen
three hits, while Chicago hunched
At Mobile Game forfeited to At- - Double bases Williams and Gerber. record in fast company is no surprise
hits off Meadows, and shut out the Unta
Gerber
plays
and
7
to deon
Sisler, Ge- to Alhuqucrquenns who remember the
)y ,;m,,ire when score was
visiters, making it n.ne straight for 4 in AUanta
records he
in the meet held
in twelfth itini.ig man and Sisler, Wamsffansa, Chapfavor
and Williams; Coveleskio, Chap- between Ihesmashed
the locals. The score:
r. N. M. and the Culver,
on ground Mobile players deliberately man
IVill!
SI. Louis.
sity of Arizona at Tucson several
avoid playinK their half of
and WUHan
AB. It. H. PO. A. R. delayed ,0
pi.Xr years ago.
By Coveleskie iTnhini
0
0
4
0
0
Smith, cf
1
4
Sothoron 1. Struck out-- IJy
0
0
0
Niehoff, 2b
McGort.vMliMftod; Cancels lloun,
Coveleskie 3. by Knzmann 1, bv
4
ft
(I
3
Paird. lib
f. Kddio McGorty. Sothoron 6.
.May
Ch:cago,
S
4
2
2
0
0 the
TO
pitched By CoHornsby, s.
Wish., middleweight
Oshkosh,
veleskie 7, by innings
Knzmann 1.
ft
ft
4
0
0
Cruise, If
boxer, tonight cancelled several im.
n
0
0
2
If.
Paillette, lb
pending matches, as he has been
'
Indian Hlchcr to Wnr.
0
0
2
3
0
0
l'etzel. rf
drafted and will leave tomorrow
Cleveland,
5o.,
4
3
0
ith
0
ChiMay
c
nine
a
with
Snyder,
morning for Camp Grant
FIRST-TIMstais
in the service
IN
ft
2
f
0
0
Meadows, p
flag flying
cago contingent. McGorty has sought at thealready
Cleveland
ft
ft
0
0 a commission us a boxing Instructor.
American league
0
xGonzales
the
hark,
total
will
II
0
ft
0
0
reach ten with the
He onlv reecn;ly returned from
May, p
drafting of Pitcher Otis S. Lambeth
who has been ordered to
3
24
19
0
30
Totals
report to
Camp Funston.
Two more probably
xEatted for Meadows in eight.
will be added.
It is reported that
Chicago.
CONSUL SUMMERS DIES
John Fillings, second string
catcher,
All. It. I'. PO. A. K.
and
Ray Chapman,
1
1
2
star shortstop
2
2
Hollocher, ss
SUDDENLY
AT
MOSCOW
have
intimated
0
1
2
0
they will Join the naval
Flack, rf
reserve.
'
"In All My Life I've Never
4
0
0
0
Mann, If
Members
of
MORNINO
fV
JOURNAL f PCCIAL LKABtO WIB1
ft
the
Cleveland team now
f
3
Paskert, cf
Seen Anything To Equal
1
(I
9
3
0 ,1
Washington, May 5. The death of in the service aro: Outfielder Elmer
Merkle. lb
Smith; Infielders Louis Guisto and
3
0 Maddin Summers, United States con-3
0
3
0
Kilduff, 2b
Joe
Tanlac" Says Moser.
n
mil general at Moscow, was annotinc-Harris; Catcher J. H. DeLerr'y and
0
0
1
0
Peal. 3b
led today in a cablegram to the Btate
r;a Klepfer. Cheste Torkel.
7
ft
3
0
Killlfer. r
Mr. 'Summers collapse.dASon,
0 department.
0
ft
0
1
0
George C. Dickerson and J. I.
Walker, zz
you know, I was hardly abla
under the strain of Jont? months of j Petty. The ninth star in the flag is to "Do
do a lick of vork In nearly two
1
7 27
3
former head usher at years until
j over worn me message said, ana was for Herbert,
28
Totals
after I started, taking
ill hut one clay.
the baseball park.
Score by innings:
Tanlac," declared J. J.' Moser 'of San
1
3
0
ftflO
000
000
St Louis
Antonio, Texas, recently.- - Mr. Moser
1
7
3
000 201 OOx
has been in the meat business for
Chicago
nearly thirty years and lives at 303
Ha'teries: Meadows. May and SnyOakland street.
der: Vaughn nnd Killifer.
Horns"In all my life," ha Continued, "I
hits
Summary: Two-baHorns-bhave never seen anything to equal
by, Merkle. Three base hitsHollocher
Tanlac.
Flack".
mdnth ago, when
Sacrifice hits
Jl I began Why, one
:
.
taking it I was hardly able
Bases on ball Off Vaughn 2: MeadSince then I have
New York, May 5. The week's record in each leas-uows 1; Mav 1. Innings pitched Meadnlnvod to creap around.
of
gained fourteen pounds and
Struck out By won and lost with runs, hits. Errors, men left on bases, and runs scored by actually
ows 7: Mav 1.
am able to, work for the first timo in
Vaughn 5: Meadows 1.
opponents, including tne games 01 Saturday, May 4, is as follows:
almost two years.' I had an awful
National League,
catarrhal cough an$ suffered from inuntil I :was practically a
I
W.
I..
H.
R.
E. Ml. - OR. digestion wreck.
had terrific head5
5
0
4
New York
2 physical
61
36
85
aches,
bones seemed to hurt
my
very
4
0
4
19
'43
27
5
23
WESTERN LEAGUE
Chicago
I' had gotten to where It 'was-a5
0
2
6
35 and
34
29 15
Philadelphia
less do
4
2
2
11
15 effort for me to move much
8
24
25
Pittsburgh
work. ,
'
7
2
35 any,"It seems to
5
28
49
Cincinnati
66 13
At Des Moines, 5; Omaha, 4.
me
I
.trieialmost every
4
1
5
13 kind of
26
22
47 . 6
At Wichita, 1; Joplin, 3.
Brooklyn
mertlclna before 1 got Tan'.'c
7
20 and I don't see how
3
4
St. Louis
86
23
60
1918,
At Hloux City, 10: St. Joseph, 1.
anything could
1
23 be much more remarkable
5
22
13
4
Boston
25 11
At Topeka,
Hutchinson, 6.
than what
three bottles of this medicine has
American LcaKnc
done for me. I'm almost like a man
OR.
IM.
W.
H.
I;.
It.
P.
E. '
made over and it makes me feel good
15
6
2
36
6
22
41
Boston
J
to know I'm out of my misery and
36 can go to work
3
3
40
6
46 : 13
24
ASSOCIATION I Cleveland
AMERICAN
again. I know for
j
7
4
1
28 myself now what Tanlac1 will do and
8
61
54
89
Chicago
1
13 when I tell others about It I feel like
32
3
4
3
15
31
New York
1
81
13 I am Telling them about tho very
S
4
16
35
Philadelphia
At Kansas City 2; St. Paul 1.
41 bests"
K
87
9
8
19
2
39
'.
Detroit
1.
13;
Milwaukee
At
Minneapolis
18
45
7
3
3
6
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque at the
57
26
St. Louis
At Columbus 4; Louisville 7..
25 Alvarudo Pharmacy
1
'
28
4
6
34 12
13
. . , . ,
Washington
At Toledo 3; Indianapolis 4.
V

t
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IS BEING PUT III

6, 1918.

heads, of departments, the entire personnel of the following state and federal organizations will hold special
y:
meetings, beginning at 10 a. r.i.,
County defense councils, woman's committee, state food administration, s ate agricultural authorities on
food production, viz., (a) extension
service. State college: (b) county agricultural agents; ic) home demonstration agents; boys' working reserve,
public health and medicine, state department of public instruction.e Red
Cross, Savings S amps.
men, publicity conference of newspa.
per editors.
The cull for the statewide conference
was issued at Santa Fe by GovDeNew Mexico Council of
ernor W. IC. Lindsey and Charles
Springer, chairman of the executive
fense Issues Call for Gather- committee
of the New Mexico council
of
of defense.
ing of All War Workers

IR

TOT FIELD
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Don't Ruin Your Tire.

Monday, May

ARE

'

J.
(

SUCCESS

San Morcial, N. M., May r. A year
ago announcement' was made of the
invention by Mr. Charles S. Coleman.
of Los. Angeles, of a greatly improved!
safe-enfor boiler flurs, constructed
as follows: The safe-enor flue point,
is a four-inc- h
tube, two or three times
as thick as the flue, with shoulders;
cut tit ea'h end. over one of which)
the flue slii'S while hot and is shrunk
on, wh le the other extends through
the flue she'd, fitting tight against a
copper ferrule in the hole in the sheet
The ferrule is flanged oil the inside
of the boiler. The end of the flue is
rolled anil headed, and the result is an
anchorage which is Immovable, and a
perfect weld of the point to' the flue.
When the flues expand beenuso of th.
heat, the shoulder pushes tighter and
tighter against the flue sheet, resultunion
ing in an absolutely water-tigh- t
When the flues contract, the points
re drawn against the side of the
hole in the flue sheet, which Is reamed
to hevr a quarter-inc- h
diameter more
the fire box side than 011 the
"liter side. It can thus readily be seen
hat tho principle of the Coleman flue
is far superior to that of the old
method of Installation,
which
of extending the thin tube
through the sheet nnd bending it as
tight as possible, leaving no shojilder
'o hold the tube when it expands 01
begins to work loose.
!i
7. engine 1117, on the
Tn "ti.reVi
Rio Grande division, was equipped
an terse safe ends in all flues exTheir succept tho
cess has been most marked. This engine has never failed because of leaky
'lues, jnd has established a record
far in advance of three other best engines of' the same type equipped with
new flues, old styles, when 1117 received hers.
The flues are still in
first class condition, and are said, by
those who have examined them, to be
serviceable for many more months,
while the other engines in competition
with this engine, have had their second set.
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For Cattle riiil Hogs the Ruling
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WAR WORRIKS II'SF.T HEALTH
It is agreed by medical authorities
that worry affects the digestive organs. When the digestion is out of
order, it throws the whole physical
B. B. Ilayward,
being out of gear.
Cnadilla, Ga writes: "Foley Cathartic
Tablets give me quicker relief than
anything I have ever tried." They relieve biliousness, bad breath, bloating,
No
gas, indigestion and constipation.
gripins or nausea. Sold everywhere.

1

super-heater-

Wsntedl n5 (JuiaiinsisiS

Hies

s.

.Nod Ksim lcad From nutlet.
Chicago, May 5. - "Ned" Egan,
former manager of the Milwaukee
baseball club of f;? American association, was found shot dcadi with a
nistol at his side, in a downtown hotel
late tonight.

a.

Wallace Hesselden

t

General Contractor
s arc in a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BlILDIXG FIRM in
this vicinity.
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
J

PHONE

377

4444M4

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
422 NORTH FIRST STREET

four-corner-
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Can You Stand It?
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City Manager at $4500 per
year, what does he do to warrant

1

A

1

'

,

!1
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mll-off
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1

1

ABLE

WORK

11
1
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1

1

I

1

TWO YEARS

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

such an exorbitant salary outside
of making public speeches?
Gentle Taxpayer, let your eyes
wander over the staff retained by
our City Manager:
Consulting Engineer, paid for consultation
$1,900.00 Per Year
City Engineer
... $1,200.00 Per Year
Assistant City Engineer
$1,900.00 Per Year
City Clerk
$960.00 Per Year
Assistant City Clerk..
$1,200.00 Per Year
Sanitary Inspector
A recent arrival from Chicago,

I

111.

X

se

y

Week's Record in Major Leagues
-

r

.

nmo

'I'

Why, hot abandon our City Manager Plan?
Allbt the work of City Manager to each of City Commissioners.
El Paso, Texas, has abandoned the City Manager plan, the Commissioners have taken over his duties.
t
Why can't Albuquerque do the same?
.

-

Come to Central School, Third and Lead Ave., tomorrow eve8 o'clock and let's talk this salary question
ning, May 7th,:
over, open discussion to all.

1

TAXPAYERS' LIBERTY LEAGUE

'

HUGH F. WATERS; SecV.

Albuquerque Morning Journal.

DOGS ARE LOOSED
AGAINST PRISONERS
IN GERMAN CAMPS

Archbishop Ireland
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FUNS TOM

Tend to:
Show it Qosts Today Almost!
Twice What li Did Few;
Years Ago to fivd Boys,
A;

"J

Sr.

m

"Heavy, heavy hanfis over
'
hoaH
vmir
W
UWUUI

I

!

1

,

1

I

Ltttro vitr
(ry MORNiNa
Camp Kunston. Km .. .May .V Themonth y report of tin Mil'suiU'iice dil

the .tia
nient throws an mi'
of

vis ion

;

s'rr de'.ach- in light on

:

"0,

know what it is. daddy!
You held lt t0 close and 1

lllli

the forces
the invasion of the .: .!!
Tin monthly
of "Oenerul H. C.
ili.it the .May
reveal
compilation
"board" bill will be iiin- lai'uest since
was
cantonment
abliMutl. The
the
cost of the r.i.ion fer .May will be
43.01 tents. This is for lh- garrison
meals
ration which inclailvi
for nub soldier a day. ,n ,h,- - manual
ot the iiuurtermas'c,- .urps. the word
ncr lo the
ration is used ill r. f
ii mount of foi. j rciii iv.l for one soldier each day.
llecords of the iniVt.'t)c. division
under (.'apt. K. T. V,nilir show thai
the cost , of the gai'i au ration passed
murk im! once liel'ore in
the
the period since tip- cuulonmt'iit was
lust
sieptciiili. r. In December
opened
the cost of the ration t,a le.L'X cents,
l.as. month
(April) ii .".n.'.oi. The
lowest ration cos! u.u. in iictober
S.S.Iil cents.
1
Almost loiil.:c.
Iteflectinar over the May ration expense, a
military officer
who has been many years in the army,
same
recalls when the
ration used to
cost 3 cents, or a Inllc more .linn
half the present schcdulf.
While some latitude i.s granted tbc
miss serneant in enlisiine, subsiitule
toods, still the ration must coii.uin
certain defined commodities and it is
from the cost of tlv ,, nl:lt ,,, nation
expense is computed.
garrison
ration contains the
Howing
1!0 ounces of bee f,
IS ounces of floor.
JO ounces pota'oeu.
l.'.'S ounces of prim
M.2 ounc
of i'ii",ar.
A.'1 specified iiie.,'
of
butter, condensed
milk,
cianaiiion,
pepjier. salt, fyrup, on.-- and other
foodstuffs.
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After Every Meal

'

wcll-kiinv-

II- -

"Rfehto. sonny-g- lue
your
appetite and digestion a
treat, while you tickle
your sweet tooth."

a
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J

The Flavor

,
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HEARTS OF KIDS
STATE QUOTA

10

VISIT

for

'Statistics

HUOXXFU.
fered us their wedding
rings for
bread. We gave them what we coi'.Ul
(Special Slnff Dispatch.)
of course without pay. When food
May 5. C. C. Lyon,
Washington,
brought to camp and bread fell
the Morning- Journal correspondent was
ii.'.tci the klust or mud, there was a
in
with
Fiance,
army
Pershing's
of us are barewrites that owing to tales they had scramble for it. Many received
My barracks,
thirty
heard of Hun treatment of prisoners, foot. for
250 men.
Ameriean soldiers had determined to pants
Puddles.
J,:e In
die rather than be captured. I am
December 1.1. 1914 We are at
in a position to supplement
Lyon's
'
Food
hardly eatable and scarce.
information by extracts from the
by dogs
diary of a F.elgian soldier who es- Sentries are accompanied
caped from (iermany after over three which they let loose against us on
William Carney,
years' captivity. He was captured at slightest .pretext.
llouthem Sainte. Marguerite,' August, Englishman of Cheshoro regiment,at
and
left barracks
orders
a 4
Here are, some pasages from disobeyed was
night. He
caught by sentries and
the diary:
beaten so v))lently he came back
August, 19H Two wounded Beland screaming from pain.
gians were bayoneted before my eyes bleed'ng.
s
is to
Favorite sport of
At Tongres we were put in cattle make
hanless
prisoners run around
trucks and sent to flermany. At court
stopping from time to time
every station we were insulted by to get yard,
down on their knees, lie down,
mobs.
Received no food until we etc.
They always pick out puddles to
hours
thirty-si- x
reached
Bremen,
make us lie in.
after leaving Belgium.
Russian prisoners arMay, 1315
Iloxcil on Kill's.
One day
riving. They are starving.
re1914
are
Prisoners
n pan of soup was upset and I saw
September,
on
V,D,&
themselves
.IhrftUf
are
on
c'lli.w'j
the
ported
slightest pretext
forced to step out of linp and are the ground and lap up what they
boxed on the ears by a German non-- j couldv They frequently hunt for food
a
com named Mom. Smoking forbidden. in the dustbins and one day I saw
One of my comrades, Dessaix, of the! them pic k the brines which the dogs
Fourteenth, suffering from cancer of; of the camp had left lying in the
ARCHBISHOP IRELAND
stomach, not admitted to hospital un- Llllrl
til he was dying.
June, rti 5 I made my first atwas
but
caught,
914 First F.nglish pris tempt to escape
October.
Archbishop Ireland, who for many
oners arrived. They ure treated with and 1 was tied to a post for some years has been an Important, if not
cell
a
in
1
'duk
are.
anil
then
we
put
even
than
Input.
greater severity
water. the most important figure of l lie
They are so famished that some of for fifteen days on bread nnd
Komau Catholic hierarchy in the
1'nited States is very ill.
1

H

CAMP

.

1

FIVE

r

Belgian's Diary Recalls "Cal" Lyons Story That
Sammies Are Determined to Die Rather
Than Be Captured.
15V
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TRADE
CLOSE TO FLAG

List of Enlisted Men Compiled Object of Revision and Exten
MOTH BALLS SO
MOIINlNa JOUnNALl
Commerce
(BPXCIAl. Olf
tion of Over-seto Enable Albuquerque Red
3.
the
To k'.:ep
New York, May
Is to Get More Details ot child close to the heart of America's
Cross to Look After Families
of Uaoh-er- s
thousands
for
freedom,
fight
of Mn in Service,
in the schools
Class of Goods Needed,
HIGH FEW CAN
throughout this
TCH TO

as

rGIL

MCIAL LIAMD

WII!

tY MOHNIND JOUKNAl
Washington, April 5. The business
by the departpublic was asked today
ment of commeree to assist in carryextening out- - a radical revision and
sion of the government's foreign trade
has
which
uTutttitUntl classification
been undertaken by the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. wanted
Immediate suggestions are
as to new classes of goods that ouyht
;o be shown in the statistics or new
subdivisions of the pjescnt clr.sses.
The immediate objee; of the revision Is the furnishing of more detailed
ami accurate information for the war
hoards engaged in licensing Imports
and exports, conserving tonnage, food-s- i
uffs and raw materials.. It is .Sec.
rotary Hedfield's idea, however, that
the statistics should be of the largtst
for
permanent value to the nation's wn
eign trade after the war, wnich is
the. views of business men are generally being sought to indicate the lines
on which the revision should be carried out.
Kxport C1ansificaiion.
"In making suggestions for the export classification," the burtau of forState Tax Commissioner.
eign and . domestic commerce anGreenfield, N. M., May 5. B. II. nounced, "the business man should
bear In mind that the statistics are
Wixon, progressive, has been appointbased on the description of merchaned members of the state tax commission to succeed Francis C. Wilson of dise as shown in export clearance. be-A
Santa Fe, resigned. Mr. Wixon is a too detailed classification going
used commercial
commonly
yond
farmer and has ssrved as county
terms must therefore be avoided.
regarding
"Likewise,
suggestions
imports should be made with due re.
of imto
that
statistics
the
fact
gard
ports follow the tariff classification
and that subdivisions for statistical
purposes beyond customs requirements
are difficult to obtain and are apt to
result In inaccurate and misleading
j
figures."
The tariff commission, the food ad"For five years my bust and suffered
with his stomach. The medicine he took ministration, the war trade board, the
board and other war bureaus
only gave' relief for a while, nothing shipping
are
in the effort to obcored, writes Airs tain a more detailed
and
Sarah Baker of Not will take measures toclassification
insure complitinghiU, Mo. "Otii ance with the official classification."
merchant bought
some of Chamber
C

.RKaONDNCI

TO MOftNlNQJ

JOUHNAL1

Santa Fe, May 5. Bernalillo county
has furnished almost
h
of all
of the men in active service from Xew
Mexico, according to a list just prepared for the Albuquerque chapter of
the Bed Cross, .through David M.
Uosemvald, who arranged with Secretary I anslng Bloom of the board of
historical service in the palace of the
governors for the compilation of the
list.
The work kas done by Mrs. Nora
Summers and shows 703 names of
men in active service. As the drafted
men in the last two quotas, together
with some other recent enlistments,
have not yet been Indexed by the
board, the total credit of Bernalillo
county Is estimated at oyer 750.
The Bed Cross of Albuquerque desires the list to aid it in the civilian
relief work It has undertaken for the
families and dependents of the men In
service:
A similar list of
men in service
from the )new county of De Baca is
now being prepnred for the Fort Sumner high school annual.
one-tent-

How She

Cured Her Husband

Iain's medicines

last fall and also received some free trial

samples of Chamber
Iain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets He
gave ns some of them
and I wanted my husband to try them. Ht
said it would do nr
good. His stomact
Bad been troubling
him worse than ever
At last on Friday i
told him if he wook
not take those tablet
I was going to send foi
a doctor, and he pair
newoma take teem. By Monday he wai
like another man. The bines were gone
no more trouble with his stomach, ani
the best part is that the trouble has nol
returned. I cannot praise Chamber
Iain's Tablets too highfr "

town have just begun to organize loyol
alty leagues and other associations of
tl.eir young charges in the Interest
a united nation In the next generation.
Hoys and girls of every age, religion,
race, cats ami neighborhood are get
ting together reuul irly to hear simple
statements of the basic ideas in tins
war and to lorn how they can help
to win it for their future welfare and
happiness.
Hime a common 'child concept of
these aims will do itoro than anything to solidify and strengthen the
entire country vh u the present gen.
eranon uas pioseo, every erion is
made by New Yorkers to aid this
enlightenment of the youngsters.
oe-in- g

ROOSEVELT COUNTY
HAS GONE FAR OVER
TOP

BONDS

.PICIAl. COHKiaPONDtNCI lO MOftMNCT JOUMNA U
Portalos, N. XI., May 5. Itoosevclt

W
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New York, May
Now that many
a man is rushing- to pawn his winter
overcoat for the financing- of spring
clothing, in the suctions where the
pawnshop plays the principal part in

seasonable dressing, new hn;h war
costs are being bitterly complained of
within the halls beneath the three
Kilt balls.
With the cost of camphor and motn
balls raised by the lavages of war, the
foxy "uncles" in this field have set
doubled and trebled prices on such
seasonable accommodation.
Kven at
the pates of their best patronized
pawnl .okcrs, many New Yorkers are
again being reminded of tha vital
growth in their cost of living.

county is over the top, luindsomoly
over the top. ,s iiuola is $101,750 and
J
there has been subscribed and paid
In something- over JlU',000.
The lion,
or flag was flung to the breeze Saturday morning. There was a patriotic
program ly the pupils of the public
schools. Slm-- credit for this showing
"A scene that in Its
and
is due to Capt. Jack Wilcox, lie wns shameful cruelty has unsurpassed
no counterpart,
ably seconded in his efforts by citi- even in the dark ' nnals of savage
zens of both Porlales and surround- tribes," is descrilied by firand Whit-lqc,
U.
ing country.
.
minister to ISelgium, In
the May Everybody's:
State's Latest Itocruils.
"The Germans that swarmed down
Santa Fe. May 5. New Mexico'n the Freldiau road entered the quarlatest recruits for the active service ter of Penant, arrested the Inhabitants
are: Henry I'uckett of lioswell; and took them to the Rocher Hayard.
George J. Hefferle of flallup. field the famous and picturesque rock that,
artillery; Jose K. I'ino, Kalph j. split off from the cliff and overlookKammer and John R. Thompson, ing the lovely Meuse, is associated
In romantic legend with the Aymbn
Gallup, Thirty-firs- t
engineers.

Hun Baby Killers

,

t

,'

i

Aa

boys and their famous horse Iy-ard- .
The pepol
were held there,
evidently as a screen, while the Germans began to construct a temporary
The French
bridge ovr the river.
were on the other side and now and
then thev shot at tin' soldiers working
there. The German, annoyed by the
spitting irregular fire, sent a citizen
of Dinant, one of the prisoners, In
a boat across the river to Inform the
French that unless they ceased firing
the civilians would be shot. M
made his dangerous voyage, accomplished his mission and returned to
take his place among his fellows, But

AND NOW FOR THE PRETTY MAIDS

AND THEIR GOWNS

SPADE UP SOD
"

fy2

IN GOTHAM FOR
A

BUYING

PAWN OIIFIOATo

k"Ss

:

:

'"

.l

" "1!

n ,nY

a few stray bullets still sped across the
river.
"Then was committed the atrocious
crime. The prisoners wen? massed together, nearly ninety of. them, old
men und young, women, girls aim
boys, little children
and babies Ir.
their mothers' arms. A platoon was
called up; the colonel in command
gave tlie word to fire, and the gray
soldiers In cold blood shot down those
ninety persons us they stood huddled
there together.
Among them were
twelve children under the age of six
years, six of whom were little babies
whose mothers, ns they stood up to
face their
murderers, held
them in theirpit'ss
arms.
the
soldiers were
"Keening came;
fumbling among the mass of, dead.
Some were still living, some, by a
And these
miracle, were uninjured.
were dragged from the pile of bodies
and made to dig a pit nnd to'tunibbf
into it the bodies of the victims of
the tragedy,
their relatives, their
neighbors and their friends."

CARLSBAD

RED. CROSS
IS DOING GOOD WORK

ItPtCIAL CORRItPONDf

NCI

TO

MbRNINQ JOURNA'.I

Carlsbad, N.M., May 5. The women of the Carlsbad chapter of the Red
Cross are doing splendid work. Within the last thirty days their output
has Increased three-folNot only
were there more workers lnatfer.d- mice in the rooms devoted to'prepar-In- g
the dressings, and the hospital
garments, but also those who work nro
becoming more skillful in the preparation of the necessury material.
,

(urr f;ooi) REsn.Ts

This honest, straight forward letter
from a woman who has suffered
should bo heeded by all afflicted with
backache, rheumatic pains, soro muscles, awful tired feeling and other
symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble: "I have got such good results
from Foley Kidney Pills that I can
Anyhow, with n few more British sleep much
better and the pain In my
raids like that on Zeebrugge nnd
hack' and sides is a good lot belter. I
am
to
the Germans will need some
going
keep on taking them. Mrs.
Clins. Cray, 270 Cth St., Detroit, Mich."
ports in Holland.
Sold overywhere.
Os-ten-

WAR GARDEN

s. o. s.

rPt CIAL DISPATCH to MOKNINQ JOUffNAU
New York, May 5. Spading up the
sod of parks. lawns, links and lots in
every available corner about Greater
New York and its suburbs, the people
of this town have Just begun a war
garden drive that 18 expected to cover
a half million
plots
neiore tne digging, planting and weeding Is over.
Spurred on by the call for six million such patriotic plantings throughout the nation this year, the local
leaders of the war garden movement
The most economical, cleansing and here are promising that the total yield
in their territory will reach twelve
germicidal of all antiseptics is
million dollars worth food before fall
and fill Its place in the half billion
dollars in crop values that Is hoped
for from thiB emergency gardening
over the whole nation. Nothing short
of constant enemy bombardment can
now call off the daily drill with rake
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to and
hoe that everyone with a few
soil to 'till hereabouts has
be dissolved in water as needed, yard of to.
fulfill.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches promised
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
Year For Wife Heater.
Santa Fe, May 5. Another New
ulceration of cose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal. Mexico wife beater has been given
stiff sentence by District Judge
For ten years the Lydia El Pinkham aJohn
T. McClure.
One year In the
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
tate penitentiary was given Cas
Is their private correspondence with Harris after Harris had pleaded
,
women, which proves its superiority. guilty to the charge of wife beating.
-- J
Women who have been cured saj
It la "worth its weight la gold." Al fell it through the classified
Counting out the bridegroom,
would be tame Boclal affairs were it not for the presence of a lovely
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail columns of The Journal.. Re assortment of bridesmaids. Maids, weddings
are numerous, always affect the sHades of the rainbow, and If they are
thy
Jhf Pax&a Tcllet Co, Boston, Mass sults are quick and certain. few express their personalities iu airy frocks pf pink, bluj or green, ,TbiB year the preference Is for simple con- -

s.
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN

ft

8,s

o. s.
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Small Boys
Girls

The Morning' Journal wants a lot of

Clean Cotton Rags

Hlere is your chance to make money with which to
Buy. War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing them to this
office.
Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

s. O, S.

S.O.S.

r
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MEMBER OK TUB ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the lucal news published herein.
THE JORNAL takes and prints
sixty hours ana tnirty minutes of exclusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated 1'resa service during a week.
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GROUP OF TEUTONS RAISE CRY:
"SAVE GERMANY'S GOOD NAME!"
Missionaries Want World
Standing Considered

Wrong Way to "Clean Him Up"

.

,

1918

It is interesting to know how the
hellhounds first got the information
that led to the capture of these
in all. It
people thirty-nin- e
came about through an ignorant work
man who carried one of the copies in
his pocket without knowing what it
was. By accident one of the hounds
read it, and thei with fiendish activ.
:ty, they traced back the trails and
gathered in their prey.
This information is official, coming
from foreign sources that are beyond

KE1F1.

America, as every one knows is now
in the war with both feel.
She's sot to have socks for those
feet thousands of iiairs of them.
The Tied Cross knitters of the
mountain division Xew Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Wyoming must pro0
vide, Immediately, approximately
pairs of socks. They tiro for our
lioyg at Camp Cody, Demlng, N. M.,
who shortly will begin u Journey incident to the trip across.
Kdwin II. Brown, Red Cross field director at Camp Cody, has made a
requisition on the division warehouse
In Denver for 30,000 pairs of nocks
in addition to the large number already sent to the boys he and his staff
serve. Knitters will not have sufficient time between now and the date
upon which the boys begin to move to
produce the requisite number of socks.
But a sufficient number of the foot
garments can be supplied if all Red
Cross organizations
branches, chapters and auxiliaries send in, at once,
all socks they now have on hand.
As soon as the socks are gathered
locally they will be shipped through
the proper channels to the division
warehouse in Denver, where they will
be assembled and sent immediately to
Camp Cody.
"Our sodiers must have socks
thousands of pairs of them," said Fred,
erick W. S'.nndart, division director of
supplies. "I am urging all chapters
to round up nil the socks In their jurisdiction for immediate shipment to
the division warehouse in Denver. 1
Relieve the workers of this division,
which are among the most energetic
iind productive in the United States,
can supply jCamp Cody's needs, thus
obviating the necessity of appealing
to other divisions for these necessary
30,-00-

articles."
Mr. Standart explains that the

di-

trenches.

fore the world.- They're trying to pound it home
that Germany's world standing must
albe considered

if, indeed, it

ready too lute.

not

H

;
These missionary efforts are apparently having no general effect.
However, they do show that some
men in Germany now see tin- - handwriting on the wall. From there you
can draw your own conclusions.
IT'iicf Ma Warns.
T..!n..
x llll-H..,i...;ii
urn 1n
llll lull, iwuiuuit:I.. UaI.
lui
the throne of liaden. who made the'
kaistr angry in 1H17 by protesting '
PUbllclv auainst ibe linns' brntalitv.
still appeals to have hopes of saving
"Germany's good name."
""Germany must declare that she
recognizes the rights of other peoples,
and that she hi determined to satisfy
those rights," lie says in an interview.
"It is not within our borders solely
that our name should have a good
sound. Germany may not risk losing
her moral position in the world. If
she did all her victories would bring
her hut shame, dishonor, and, finally,
disintegration and death."
(icrlncli. Too.
Herr von lierlach makes, in Die
Welt am Monlag, another blunt' appeal to the kaiser:
"We must without delay show the
men of good will ucross the sen that
pur will, too, is good. This, however,
cannot be dono by melius of dubious
speeches, but only by deeds.
"The kaiser and his immediate
councillors must be made aware of
this if they do not already realize it.
Then, if they fail to act, the most terrible responsibility for what may betask?
fall will fall with
The gospel of Jesus is big enough to their shoulders." crushing weight on
meet every need of the human race.
And Harden.
Maximilian Harden and Dr. Xauman
It's all m question ns to whether, we
sound
same
ibe
warning.
are big enough to apply it.
The Eberfield
Free Press looks
This war will give the church its ahead to the day when future
generagreatest chance? Will it make good? tions reflect clamly on the wanton
"Since the first days of 1917 I have
butchery for whic.li Germuny is reabandoned nil hope as regards the
sponsible urn! says:
"If John D. Rockefeller should ask . "The question that faces us is: present directors of Germany.
Whence shall we procure the political
"Our offer of peace without Indiyou to lend him money at 4
per
cation of our war aims, the accentuafriendships
without
which
not
even
cent you would do it," reads an ad- the
strongest nation can continue to tion of the submarine war, the deporvertisement in the New York Evening live?
tations of Belgians, the systematic de"We must admit once for all that on struction in France and the torpedoPost. Indeed and we would not. lf
friendship In the west we can depend ing of English hospital ships have so
John D. should ask us to lend him even
less than we can in the east. The degrade d the governors of the German
money at 4 4 per cent or any other only thing,
therefore, that may still empire that I am profoundly conper cent, we'd buy two cigars, know- be possible for German polity to do vinced that they are disqualified foring that before we finished the second will bo to prevent this war, on the ever for the elaboration and concluday of the conclusion of peace, sion of a sincere and just agreement.
smoko'the end of the world would very
"The; German people will not be
from resolving itself into merely postcome sailing along.
able to repair, the grievous crimes
poned enmity."
committed
against its own present
Chief.
that of Eu1 II K tXSi:RVATIOX OF THE ROY
Perhaps the most interesting docu- and future .and against
ment is a statement which recently rope and the whole human race until
cnor.
was given publicity here, signed by it is represented by different men
Dr. Wilhelm Muhlon, former dircctoi with a different mentality. To tell the
We have never taken our "boy of the Krupp works. It follows:
truth, it is mere Justice that its repu
problem" seriously. Usually we were
inclined to view it from the angle,
"Boys will be boys," and most of them
turrfed out all right, good, honest,
useful citizens, and for the rest we
built prisons.
Now, however, we must take it seriNot nil Huns are hellhounds, but
ously. We must conserve the boy
IIOMKS.
the fiendish work perpetrated by some
crop. For from this crop we must
(Margaret Widdcnier.)
of our enemies Justifies the title of
The lamplight's shaded rose
grow the men of tomorrow. Wo are
this article. In my own mind 1 have
on
wall.
and
and
chair
couch
man
and
there"
"over
losing
power
of late about the
been speculation
The drowsy booklet fall,
we will go on making heavier and
things that would happen to us if
The children's heads, bent close
heavier sacrifices of life to the end
Germany ever got a foothold in this
In some deep argument,
country, or even If she should have
that all the' world shall le free from
The kitten, sleepy-curleany chance at all at political or miliSine of our good intent,
the hand of Hunnish despotism.
hearth-fire'tary control.
The
crackling
glow;
America is just beginning to give of
Our own people here in the United
His stop that crisps the snow,
her
.
His laughing kiss, Wind-col- d
States, so much accustomed to freer,
dom of tho most elastic sort, can
Rack of this
coming up
scarcely grasp the possibility of things
Only the very old
through the paths of boyhood are milr
that have happened in the central
Gifts that the night-stabrings,
lions of lads, who wilt be the makers
powers. Suppose, for example, that
Dear, homely evening things,
of future America, the husbands and
Dear things of all the world,
you pick up a circular on the street,
read it, and take It with you to your
And yet my throat locks tight . .
fathers and presidents in the years
g
office. You see your stenographer
when this world of war has been
I
ut her desk and you hand it to
know
Somewhere far 'off
written on the pages of history. While
her, remarking that she may find it
Are ashes on red snow
we are backing the boys who go over
That were a home last night.
interesting. The ;next day your office
door opens and ih stride a number of
there, we must keep our eye on the
soldiers who place both you and the
CF.R.UAX
l)KStl'CTV)i:XESfii
younger brothers they leave behind.
girl under arrest. Without a chance
THOItOl'GIl.
The eye
we
must
enough;
"Louvaln will remain perhaps the to communicate with your friends
both of you are dragged away to prisKeep a helping hand ever extended to classic instance of Schreeklichkeit,"
them. There isn't anything more im- says Brand WhltlOck in Everybody's on. Shortly afterward you receive a
to
"but Vise was worse.'
portant than our boys the fighting for Mav.
day," he adds, "lying along the Meuse even
to the stripping of the hemp in
boys and the growing boys. is a s lent c tv: its empty cnamoers
It is of supremo Importance that we open to the sky. It might be Pompeii. tho field. Weeks are required to comlain there for plete the dyeing and weaving; arid
engage in an energetic and Intelligent Those ruins might have
centuries. There is not a living being when the garment is finished, many
movement to save every boy.
there. The devastation, the destruc- hours more are spent in covering it
r,
War not only costs in
tion are absolute,, the silence com- with embroidery and bead work. After
but it increases juvenile delinquency. plete; it is the very abomination of the evening meal has been cleared
desolation, a mass of brick and stone away the women gather around a
Juvenile court records in many large and
ehurred
crumbling white flickering torch and work far into tho
industrial centers show an Increase in facades, whosebeams,
windows, with their night, while the men tell stories, or
law
the
violators within
past casements blackened by fire, stare bomeona entertains thorn iwlth the
youthful
Of plaintive notes of" a' nose-flut- e
.or
12 months. Chicago, alone, shows t. like the hollow sockets of skulls.
inhabitants, not bamboo guitar.
35 per cent increase. European na- the four thousand
one is there, not a house is standing,
tions face the same alarming condi- not a roof remains.
The taverns
WOMKX ARE rPBUII.RF.RS.
used to go In Joyous
more
tion. Why
boys should go wrong where the people
"Probably the greatest field of op' of the famous
roast
to
bands
cat
in wartime no one seems to know, but
portunity in China Qi the work with
goose, are heaps of cinders; the very women.
to eivc
It; is a fact that
they do. It isn't a. trees in their gardens, under whose I to women Anv nation that falls for
edu
opportunities
theory; It's a matter of court records boughs the youth of Liege used to cation and equal
men
handicaps
servicejvtth
been
have
dance
the
cramignon,
and police blotters.
useii wiien compared wltn tne nations
The scaling walls of tho that do,"
In Chicago they are trying a new burned.
says Julean Arnold, United
church tremble 'in the wind, the roof States commercial attache at Peking.
There they have has fallen in: the towers with their
boy experiment.
"China will never be able to take a
formed a "Boys Brotherhood Repub bells, the organs, the statues,, have
place alongside of the nations of the
The work that west
lic," designed to draw bad boys, lads tumbled into bits.
in a creditable and effective' way
required ages, wits accomwho roam the streets, and the home would have
her women are educated and
bv German organization in a funtil
plished
trained to servo intelligently as mothless, into channels which lead to hon- night
ers and coworkers in Chinese society.
est manhood and useful citizenship.
As has been the experience of the west,
1TSSY WORK.
There they believe that tfie way to re.
woman will not achieve the place to
(Everybody's Magazine.)
which she is entitled until slje herself
form a hud boy is to let loose his boymake you?"
God
did
"Mother,
is able to demand It, despite-th- e
fact
enthusiasm in
ish energy and pent-u- p
'
"Yes, dear."that
the nation will be bettered by her
"Did He make me, too?.".
ways wholesome and upbuilding. They
elevation to that position.'
"Of course, darling."
lmve "met with remarkable success in
'The call for women of character
"Did He make tho flies?'1
and vision, women prepared to beoome
not preaching to boys, or punishing
He made everything."
"Certainly,
in constructive' work tn China,
them, but In leading thenj.
The child bent ever his toysrt mut- factors
is one
InstiAnd what will muke a good boy out tering, "Dreadful fussy work mak- tutions which offers to missionary
exceptional opportunities."
..
.,:
v of a bad boy will keep a good hoy ing flies.".
good.
STOP IT!
THK IXRl'STRIOl'S FltiliiPIINE
WOMEN. '
Try it on your boy.
(George .T. Baldwin, In Leslie's.)
A
word about destructive criticism
This community will do well to try
(Southern. Workman.
by no In conversation a few days ago with a
Warfare, religion, and dances attenit on fffobody's boy."
means take up all tho time or
gentleman
thoroughly acquainted
with opinions of leading Germans, I
tion of the Bagobo
(a Philippine
to
learned the universal
opinion in
Only ono woman In Paris was killed tribe). Personal adornment appeals
them strongly, and they devote Jong GeTmany concerning this country. We
by the long ranee gun In three days. hours
of labor to it. In fact a Bagpbf. are thought to be Inefficient and corBut the Hun motto is, "Every little woman is rarely seen unoccupied; if rupt in our government; to have gone
ah l not. nrenarins: food in her house, into the war for the ftole purpose of
helps." .
sho is working at some process of. the- making money; It Iff said that our
weaving; if Bhe stops to rest on we great corporations are simply using
Holland
vIf the sand and gravel that
irnll nit. rnmen tn visit the ;"fAmer' every opportunity possible to extract
lets Germany havo is not camouflaged icanos,'', she takes from the bended money from the people, and that
worn at her side her embroid- profiteering is ramnant; that we have
pork and beans, we're not going to basket
bead work and employs evey no patriots and no hearfin the war as
or
ery
throw a fit.
minute, doing fine and exactiffg work a people. Upon asking him how such
even In a room whoso only light filters an opinion so fur as variance with the
"There is nothing said when rents in through the bamboo . floor "and facts could uossibiv bo formed, he re
ferred to the front pages of many of
are lowered," says a real estate agent. cracks in the wall.
The wcaving of the hemp cloth is a our daily newspapers. - I am nsnamea
lowered?
are
When
We'll bite.
they
very complicated process, every stage to' confess that' sucli deductions are
of which is carried ojj by the women, possible.
Or, when were they lowered?
'

ren were killed and flung to the roadside. There is no doubt ubout the authenticity of these hellish deeds.
Recently I talked with a Canadian
who was back from the front on a
furlough, and he said tlut in some
of the successful British raids they
had found German soldiers chained
to their own guns to prevent any possibility of retreat. In the German
trenches, he said., the British had
picked up great whips like
Apparently all German soldiers do not fight purely for love of
their country. They fight because
they are in the grip of a tyranny so
unrelenting and absolute that we shudder to think of it.
Are we going to omit any effort to
prevent this sort of thinjr to America?

I

j

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

Jl'.srs

TOOK THE CIT."

Thrilling are the stories of thousands of soldiers celebrating the communion service and then going out
to battle!
These men have caught the sacrificial spirit of Jesus. For It was from
the first communion service ever held
that Jesus went forth to lay down his
life for others.
The comfort given to members of
the church in the communion service
is distinctly worth while. For ages
men and women have found peace in
its simple message. But many strong,
virile persons refrain from attending
this service in the average church because they do not respond to the sentimental aspect which has so largely
dominated it.
Has not the church missed out by
falling to give this service the strong
masculine character which it deserves
particularly for the men and women
of the heroic type of mind those who
are leaving the church to spend their
fine energy in social tasks which de
mand a zeal and devotion paralleled
only in the great crusades of the past?
Recall the spirit of the Lord's Supper" as Jesus originated it. It was the
outgrowth of the Feast of the Passover. The feast was the greatest ol
all ceremonies to the' Jews. And her
is tjie story of its origin:
Four hundred years had the Israel
ites been held, captive in Egypt. But
now they were ready to depart, to
conquer the "promised land." Blood
had been sprinkled on the stdeposte
arid the door lintels of their homes
They were girded for a long journey
to
and they went out "breast-forwarwin this battle for God and for "all na
tions," to whom these crusaders were
to become a blessing, according to the
promise given to Abraham,, Isaac and
.
Jacob.
And now turn to that "upper room"
in which Jesus and His' disciples
were gathered to celebrate this his
4oric event. But another and even
more important event was about ' to
lie consummated.
Jesus wits to sacrifice His life. His

How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Is Prepared For
Woman's Use.
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A visit to' the laboratory where this
successful remedy is made impresses
even the casual loolter-o- n with tne reliability, accuracy, skill and cleanliness
which attends the making of this great
medicine for woman's ills.
Over 350,000 pounds of various herbs
are used anually and all have to be
gathered at the season of the year when
their natural juices and medicinal substances are at their best.
The mo9t successful solvents are Used
to extract the medicinal properties from
these herbs.
Every utensil and tank that comes in
contact with the medicine is sterilized
and as a final precaution in cleanliness
the medicine is pasteurized and sealed

sterile bottles.
is the wonderful combination of
roots and herbs, tsgether with the
skill and care usod in its preparation
which has made this famous medicine
bo successful
in the treatment of
in

cat.o'-nine-tail- s.

CHILDREN

ORGANIZED

INTO

SCHOOL

It

female ills.
The letters from women who have
been restored to health by the use of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which we are continually publishing attest to its virtue.
.

CLUB

Bernalillo, N. M., May 5 The first
of the Algodoues
regular meeting
Boys' and Girls' club was a social
event as well as a business success.
The club members, school directors
and a number of the parents who are
taking a lively interest In their children's work were present County
Agent Pacheeo was there to see the
'
club 'formally organized.
In simple language Mr. Pacheeo
told the children about their duties
as elu,b members, the importance? of
the organization, and the great benefits to be derived from It if carried on
properly, from an economical, social
tation throughout the world is as had and
educational point of view.
as it is.
The
call showed but one" mem"The triumph of its methods would ber wasrollabsent.
constttuto a defeat for the ideas and
Miss Brigida Garcia was appointed
the supreme hopes of mankind.
club leader.
After the election of
"As a man and as a German who oficers 'the children
reported on their
desires nothing but the welfare of the
work,
garden
and with one or two
deceived and tortured German peo. exceptions all were
excellent. Juan A.
from the Chavez, Indian
plo, I tuin away definitely
agent, gave a short
present representatives of the Ger- talk about gardening.
"America" was
man regime. And have only one wish then
sung by the club and the meetthat all Independent men may dd ing was
adjourned until June 1.
the same, and that many German.-The leading women of Algodones
may understand and act."
prepared and served luncheon. There
"An Outcast."
was a
by the county agent,
The Vossis.be Zeitung of Rerlin, to fix sugestion
the school grounds and place
says:
them under the care and management
"The German people will have cause of
club and to plant an orchard.
to curse their ruling men for their Thisthe
plan is being promoted in other
lack of perspicacity through
which districts
In the county by the county
Germany has been converted Inio a agent.

AUTO LICENSE FEES

APPORTIONMENT MADE
rSPCCIAL COftRf BPONOENCS
B.

TO

MOSNINa JOURNAL!

Kanta l'e, May
During the past
month $0,:)!)7.9 of automobile- licenses was collected by Secretary of
State Antonio Lucei-o- ,
at a cost of
$702.47, leaving $5,692.00, one half
of which goes to the state, the other
half being distributed among the
counties.
Bernalillo county received $107.35,
Chaves $149.10, Colfax $lS5.f'J, Eddv
$121.95.
Grant $224.32, . Uncoln
Luna $122.8.1,
Roosevelt
$143.98,
$110.10. Socorro
$164.08, Torrance
$137.08. Union 272.83, the other counties receiving less than $100 each.
'

'

AT CARLSBAD

RAIN

CHEERS UP STOCKMEN

"

sort of outcast among the nations."

BOOZE FIGHTERS USE
TEA INSTEAD OF LIQUOR
tSY MOSNtNO

JOL'MNAL

so does the gii'L
What WVmld You Bo?
What would you do if you really
m
thought such a thing could happenboil
America? It makes your blood
if
it happens
lo contemplate it even
to
abroad, and when you take it home
blood
raises
not
it
your
only
yourself
to fever heat but stirs every impulse
within you to go out and fight to the
death, If necessary, to prevent it.
Here in America we have the secret!
service, 'hut it protects us Instead of
ruling and persecuting us. It is ulert
in seeking out our enemies, not in
trapping our own people themselves.!
Our secret service is liberty and
df mot racy that of our European foesj
is autocracy and brutality.

death sentence, and

May

ten-mi- le

Tn MONNI4S JOURNAt.1

Carlsbad, X. M., May 5. A slow
drizzle has fallen In Carlsbad. Cowmen hope that the drouth; which has
continued for twenty months, in this
section, will soon be broken by a real
rain. Should a real rain fall with.n
twenty-fou- r
hours. Eddy- county will
pass her quota, which is over $200,000,
in flying colors.
n
A FT Ell TilHEF, YEA I?S
Many men and women are sick and
don't know It. Some never discover
they have kidney trouble until thcV
apply for life insurance. The kidneys
are working all the time, filtering
poisonous waste out of the blood
stream, and when they become weakened or deranged, backache, pains in
sides and groins,
rheumatism, languldness, swollen Joints and
other symptoms develop. W. B. Moss,
Ogden. Ark., writes: "Foley Kidney
Pills relieved me of severe
kidney
troubles of three years standing." Sold
;'
everywhere.
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SUBSCRIBE NOW!

The Hun's IVnnL.v.
In Austria lived a 21.year-olAmelia Kolik, an office clerk.

girl,
One!
day she went to a hospital to visit a
wounded soldier, and on the floor she
saw a circular which she picked upi
and took home with her. It was a
proclamation that had been dropped!
by a Russian airplane.
Evidently Aurelia, even though she
lived where thesrv things were happening, did not renlize the terrible
.crime she was committing in reading
this paper. When she read it she sent
It to an uncle, Vladimir Kolik, by
mail. It must have been interesting,
for the uncle copied it into his
and shortly afterward, read itj
to one of his employes, in the eyes of;
the military tyrants, however, the of-- 1
ftnse of the girl and her uncle was as
black and traitorous us If they had
"fui.vin ii.ii iiuiiiiiiy secrets to uail- gcrous enemies. They were both condemned to death.
But the story of that one little cir
cular reached into tho jnost amazing
ramifications. The employe of Kolik
made three copies of it and passed
them among his acquaintances, and
therefore, he was condemned to die.
Two of these friends were sophisti.
cated enough to be frightened, and as
soon as they reud the document they
burned their copies. For this the
courl-mariwus disposetl to be lenient, and they were sentenced to three
and five years respectively in the pen-

SPKCIAL LtASCO WIRI1

a. The con
sumption of tea and milk has increased materially since the saloons
closed here on account of the Texas
zone law, according to local
dealers in these commodities. One
club which has been serving tea since
the proposal to install a bar wits voted
down a year ago, has found that Ixisi- -'
ness men who were accustomed to
drinking liquor find tea a good
El Paso, Tex.,

BP'IAL rOSRCSPONOSNGS

d

note-hoo-

.

itentiary.
Pays Death Penal y.
But the third friend was rash and
loaned his copy to an office mate;
therefore he paid the death penalty.
Like un endless chain the nefarious
brutality spread. , Evidently the government was determined to permit no
man to think for himself. Blind fealty
to tho most despotic and cruel government imaginable was demanded,
But in spite of all this savage discipline some of the copies set loose by
this unwitting girl continued to dr.
tulate. For giving one to a woman a
man was condemned to death. A
schoolboy who made a copy and simply left it on a table was condemned
to eighteen months In prison. In the
same family was another
boy who,
coming home from school, looked for
some paper on which to do problems
In arithmetic. He found the proclamation, made a copy of it, and afterward read it uloud to some of his fellow pupils.

TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldier Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

k,

half years. ,
Condition
Stilr the awful
grow. A
er made a copy
so did a friend to

1

TOBACCO
FROM

IS MIGHTY

SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
mvjX COBB'S "PATHS OF GLOBI"

"As I recall now, we had come through the
of he school
house to where the Automobile stood when a puffgate
of wind blowing
to ub from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
"'You get It, I see,' said the German officer, who stood along
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It
five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had
been a visible
That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staffthing.
back yonder In Laon. '
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men. In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
.
can stand that.'W
.

;

No Matter How Small the Amount

Send It in.

Our boys are going 'to need tobacco In
quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon great
and make it generous!
Bring it, or mail it, to The Journal Office.
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olgarsttM to our soldiers la Europe la units of Ho packages, each tor ate,
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Grow AVorse.
thing continued to
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By speclaj arrangement The Journal guarantee
to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
'
France and on the way 'to France.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
patriotlo packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
,
pieces.

His sentence was twelve

months In the penitentiary on a
of "treasonable undertakings." charge
But the horrors of this fiendish and
bloodthirsty affair continued to magnify. All the pupils who had listened
to the reading of the
proclamation
were sentenced
to prison, their aggregate terms being twenty-foand a

.i
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THE HUN HELLHQUNDS

:

only-isn'-

"AND

MEDICINE

Riultilily of Huns.
if any evidence could be
found more typical of the devilish
barbarity of the people who rule the
destinies of our foes. Thank heaven
that they have not as yet imposed
their system on us!
.
From many directions comes information which shows up these bloodthirsty methods. The sickening details of Belgium long ago revealed to
us the character of the enemies we
were destined to deal with. We know
that women and children were slaughtered, that the most bestial attacks
were made on women, that little child-

Berne, Switzerland, May .'). There's
a small, slowly growing group of men
in Germany who, thinking of the future, are trying to clean up" the Hun
and make Germany presentable be-

man-powe-

vision warehouse stock of' socks was
depleted a few days ago when, in response to an appeal for socks and
other garments for General Pershing's
boys, his department sent out six carloads of supplies for direct shipment
to the American troops in front line

A FAMOUS

I doubt

Geth-seman-

SOCKS AUK

THE MAKING OF

question.

1

Eastern Representative
RALPH K. MULLIGAN,
SS
East 42nd Street, New Tork.
matter at the
Entered as
postuffice of Albuquerque, N. M., under Act
rf Congress of March 1, 1879.
Larger emulation than any other paper
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
Mexico issued every day in the year.
TKKMS OF Sl'IiSCItlP'riON:
Pally, by carrier or hy mail, one month.. 70c
J7.G0
.Yearly, In advance
NOTICE TO srnSl'Rl RISKS.
Puhscrihers to the Journal when writing
to have their paper changed to a new address must he sure to give the old address.
THE JOURNAL takes and prints
latlon rating than Is accorded to any other
Mexico."
The American
paper In New
Newspaper Directory.
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disciples were to inaugurate the greatest crusade in the history of the
world.
"And Jesus took the cup " One
great painter has pictured Him standing and raising it aloft with strong
lines in His face. And Jesus took the
cup, and gave it to His disciples and
said: ' This is my blood drink ye all
of It this do in remembrance of Me.
For as oft as ye drink this cup ye
shall proclaim my death do it till
come again. Rut when I come, it will
bejn power to set up My kingdom.".
May not this impressive ceremony
have a reminder of the saeramentum"
the Homan soldiers' oath of fealty?
It was some days before the disciples fully grasped What Jesus meant.
It required the actual crucifixion and'
the resurrection to give, the vision of
a world to be redeemed through the
gospel entrusted, to them. The sacri-- l
fice of Jesus and the .gospel which!
he proclaimed Included a distinct social message no student of early
church history can doubt.
Very shortly these disciples were
arrested and charged with preaching
a gi'Suel that was "turning the world
upsldedown."
Growing out of the commission of
Jesus to His disciples and particularly
from His sacrificial death, commemorated in the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper, there has since come an appeal to men and women to give them,
selves to heroic service. And they are
responding to this appenl.
y
Men and women are waiting for
which
calls for sacrifice,
leadership
demanding of them that they suffer
and sweat perhnpH even unto a
e
experience. This does not refer simply to those who may go to
."mission fields" the church is crowded with those who are ready to do
heroic things in their dally lives, right
here at home. Where are the leaders
who will rally them in this common
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FOR SALE

ALLIGATORS

FEDERAL 6ANKS

APOLOOZE TrtNR
dONEt FOR NOT KEEPIN- -

I
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I

acre ranch, 3 miles north
of town, good house and outbuildings, all under cultivation, young
mcha rd.
$1600.
brick, city water, Inside toilet,, electric lights, new
floors, newly papered and painted;
near shops; easy terms.
$2,500
frame, modern, large
cement block garage, barn and
other outbuildings,
shade; 4th.
ward.
12,500
brick, Btuccoed, modern, glassed sleeping porch, hardwood floors; 3rd. ward.
stucco bungalow,
$3,000
modern, garage, Highlands, close
in.
$4,400.
brick, modern, hot
water beat, lot
4th.
76x142,
$
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SHOW

OF GIRL SUSPECT

Bills Discounted

During Week Miss Schmid Taken Into CusDecreased
$29,000,000, tody at El Paso Shortly
Resources Almost Two BilAfter She Arrived There
lion; Liabilities, 3
From N, M. Coal Fields,

.

"

-2,

S

JOUNL SrSCISl. LIASCO Wl(
WashinRton, D. C. Mav 6. Cold
MOHHIK."

(Associated Press Cnrrepondence.)
Kl Paso, Tex.,
May 5 An nppirA

reserves of the twelve federal bunks
increased nearly $33,000,000 In the
last week and bills discounted decreased $29,000,000, according to the
Weekly federal reserve board
statement. The banks condition
nt the close of business last night
was as follows:

ently innocent question about tTie alligators in the plaza pool lert to the
arrest of Miss Cat herein
Schmid by
federal officers on the charge of espionage.
Soon after her arrival hero from the
New Mexico coal fields Ali.vs Schmid
was standing beside the plaza
alligator
pool watching- the Mexican attendant
Resources:
feed the scaly pets. Turning to a solGold coin and certificates In
vault, dier
In uniform who was
$482,832,000.
beGold settlement fund F. R. board. side her Miss Schmid askedstanding
if the
$437,771,000.
were
as
alive
really
they had not
Gold with foreign agencies
moved for more than an hour prior
to the feeding.
Total gold held by banks,
This startert. a conversation which
resulted In the soldier walking wim
Gold with federal reserve agents, Mii.s Schmid to her rooms,
hater she
visited him at Fort Bliss during a con$862,296,000.
' Gold
redemption fund, $24,541,000. cert and her questions were such ss
Total gold reserve $1,859,940,000.
10 aiouse suspicion In the mind of the
Legal tender tuples, silver, etc.
who reported the incident to
043.000
hi s commanding officer and later to
Total reserves, $1,919,983,000.
the unit Intelligence officer.
" Bills discounted
for members' and
Imestlnaiioii Is Miule.
F. R. banks, $873,442,000.
An investigation
by federal
Hills bought In open market,
followed and Miss Schmid was agents
exam-ine- rt
and then placed In the county
Total bills on hand $1,170,471,000. jail to await her
hearing.
United
States
government long A search of h preliminary
im0i up,.-- i i;icaivu
term securities, $41,415,000.
many notes scribbled on backs of en
United Slates government short velopes about American
goi'ernment
term securities, $36,146,000.
officials, Including the president.
All other earning assets, $2,537,000.
She also had letters from persons
Total earning assets $1,250,569,000. with German' names In
the east and
Due from other F. It. banks,, not middle west.
Among her possessions
(a) $23,080,000.
was found a cede which, when the
Uncollected items, $399,685,000.
was discovered, proved to be for
Total deductions from gross de- key
(coding messages in the Spanish lan
posits, $376,605,000.
I he
guage.
'ode bore evidence of
Five., per cent redemption fund
having been used.
R.
F.
bank
notes, $537,000.
against
At the preliminary hearing before
All other resources, $329,000.
the United States commissioner Miss
Total resources, $3,548,023,000.
Schmid conducted her own case withUuhlllties.
out thp assistance of an attorney. She
Capital paid in, $75,049,000.
was held to the federal court grand
Surplus. $1,134,000.
Jury on a heavy bond which she was
Government
$73,888,b00.
deposits,
to furnish, and was indlctedi on
Due to members reserve account, unable
an espionage charge by the grand
$1,474,518,000.
Jury.
Collection items, $257,593,000
Is Hislil.v Fducaled.
Other deposits including foreign
Miss Schmid declared she was born
government credits, $91,563,000
In Switzerland and was a governess
Total gross deposits. $1,897,562,000.
F. It. notes in actual circulation, employed in private homes In England
and the United States.
She speaks'
$1,556,660,000.
F. R. notes In circulation, net lia- French, Spanish anrt English and an.
pears to be highly educated.
bilities, $7,980,000.
She came here from Union. X. M.,
All other liabilities. $9,638,000.
but spent Inst winter in Denver where
Total liabilities, $3,548,023,000.
her
trunk was searched following her
Ratio of gold reserves to net dePapers said to have a bearposit and F. It. note liabilities com- arrest.
ing on her case were discovered. She
bined 60.4 per cent.
Ratio of total reserves to net de- says her father is a high army officer
in the Swiss army. .
posit and F. R. note labilities combined 62.4 per cent.
(a) Net amount due to other F.
'
R. banks.
Y

A. FLEESCIE1
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Street

LOST.
MST On Wrat (Vntral uvtMiun a lady'
brown bMtlu-bill
purms containing
and chntiKp; nume 'Mm. Kula Monro" stamped on pursf, Hetum to thin nfflcn. Reward,

ls

HELP WANTED.

0.

$973,-103,00- 0.

$297,-029,00- 0.
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his Ford sold at auction
Thursday morning and invested the
proceeds tn Liberty Bonds of the third
issue. This was not done voluntarily,
it said, but rather to the fact that at
sometime between dark and daylight
Wednesday and Thursday, some party
or parties at this time unidentified,
took the aforesaid Ford from Mcltea's
garage, and brought it to town. It was
chained to .the southwest front door
of the court house and then decorated
with yellow paint and cotton.
Mr. Mctaea was very indignant over

MEXICO

Cspicial coseieeoNOSNCg to moonins jousmal)
Sant Fe, Afay 5. The ten counties
in northern New Moxico In the Kansas

City reserve district tonight had exceeded their quota 80 per cent. Judge
Holloman in charge of the Liberty
Loan drive renorted that thev hurl
subscribed, $1,927,000, their quota bc- Ing $1,073,000.
Santa Fe county has oversubscribed
its quota fifty per cenf, although the
assertion is made that in proportion to
its wealth, the quota for the county
was much higher than that of other
'
and wealthier counties.
The southern counties have over
subscribed their quota by three pel
cent thus far. Colfax county more
than doubled its quota.
-

the matter.

The cause of the yellow decorations
T.EO.U NOTICES.
was that the owner had, it is said, refused to buy and Liberty Bonds, alNOTICfr.
0.V.47S.
though often requested to do so. It
Department of the Interior, United State
is asserted that he was able to buy.
Land Office.
Notice Is hereby given that on the K daj
'

P0RTALES TO ENLARGE
LIGHT PLANT
. WATER,
j
(SPSQAL eaNMSftSONOtNCV
TJ. M.,

Fortales,
trustees have
Fairbanks-Mors- e

TO

May

MORNINO JOUHNMt
B.

of March. A. D. 191. the Santa Fe Paclfy
Rallroad Company, made application at thr
United States Land Office at Santa Fe. New
Mexico, to select under the act of April 28th
1904,

(.13

Stat.

"EM)

the following describes

Lots Two (3). Three (I), and
(4), of Beotlon Twenty (20), T. 13 Ns
W..
N. M. P. M.. containing 41.H
acres. In lieu of Lot 3, Sec. 13, T 15 H.. R.
W.. N. M. P. M.
Tha purpose of this notloe Is to allow at
land,

The town Four
with the R. 1

contracted
company for two

new units for the city water, light and
power plant These new units will be
direct connected, low grade oil engines and of 100 horse power and sevenhorso power, respectively,
ty-five

persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be Mineral in character
nn opportunity tn file objection to such location or iclrctlon with the local officers

50-f-

Mule.

WH
0U WFPP AT
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At

HOUb? LrST NOCJHT
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.
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McMANUS

i

A.

L Mrfi Co.

THIRD

&

GOLD.

ItANGKS,
ItUCS, MIADES.
LINOLKUMS. FL'RNITUIlil. ,ETC.
Xow and Second llniul
We want to buy what you have
to sell

stakUSrmxiTnu:
West Gold

Rooms

co.

South.
One furnish'. r imir inm house.
403Jouth Seventh. Apply at JH West Gild.
house"
Ft ift ItE.sf Nicely "furnished
with sleeping porch; modern. Phono 1974-.
Coj South Second.
FOH KENT

liiglila nits.
KENT
Desirable
modern
furnished cottage. Thone J133-"
house furnlshed"wTth
FOR RENT
leeplng porches) $U per month. 728 East
Santa Fe.
FOR

FOR RENT
North,

FOR RENT 3 housekcetunr. rooms with
bath. 19 North Fourth. ...
"
FOR RENT Rooms Ja, n weea; eairT,
steam (rest; no sick: over Oolden Rule store
FOR RENT Modern furnlatied rooms;
no
sick: running- - water. KH
West Central.
FOR RENT Cool, clean, outside rooms and
apartments. Illo (.ramie, r,l West Ontrul
Phone IK,!.
UHAND CENTRAL HUTELr-Koo- ms
by day.
week or month; steam heat and bathi reasonable rates.
iiTbIi ed fr oniiT
Ti ea JT
F O It REN T N ieVl y
ant location, closeln. no sick, no children.
Phone 1941-:M West Fruit.
.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, housekeeping
apartments, new modern house; no sick;
also
house, fufnlslrrd. 216 N. Seventh.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished outside rooms
by the week or month: also furnished mom
Kims Hotel, corner
;Tor light housekeeping.
rirst ana Tljoras.

i

rhone
stoiiKk

Cromwell BalMta

1171

Attorneys at Iae
. Law Library
Bulling

Jtlt

PAI.E-Sm-

sure.

iill

Thone

"

ta

n.

list. J.

K.

Room

I s, Parnett Bulldlni
rkosw let
Appointments Made by Mall

n!

KRAFT

IVatal

i.cbpp
Rooms

no,

Karfrews)

Deatisl
Mellnl

6

VallalBc

Afrf RtlaUIKOM

PHTH1C1ANH

MARGARET O. rARTWUlfillT
Practice Limited to Women's and Children's Diseases
1123 E. Central
phone 571, Albuquerque. N. M.
UK. Tl LI, BAKKa
ITictlos Umlt4 to Ere, 1W, ss mmS
TUJtOAT
Office Hours- - 19 to lit I W I
Stste National Bank Building
UR.

FOR SALE FprlKht" force pump Vi'ul pump
Jack, phone MM. J, or call n.'l North Mec.

Rooms.

Aitecmey

and II.

RBNTIHTH

SAI.E-IMa-

North.

17

11.

miliav

XKW lilXGALOW
FOR SAI.E-I- 'lt
bull
"u Chsveariih
West firanlte.
In lowlands, close in, white stucco
Thone 156, finish, basement, furnace, damly built-i- n i'"Olt S A
One siiikIv bUKgy, g vl L'Olldi'
features, hardwood f'.oors, enrage, tlon. Phone 1077.
FOR
7.i.tK..
K&chanife.
garden, all. for $3,000. Good terms.
West Hold. Phone nil.
K. SIcCIXGIIAX
Dwellings.
FOR a"AT7KivarTs"" of Pop." li
'toreyele cheap.
2io west Gold.
riionc ooy.
Inquire X, North Fourth.

FOR KENT
modern houoe. 415 North
Seventh.
FOR KENT Furnished hoiiHekcculnjr rooms,
and single rooms, lit
North Third.
FOR RENT
house; two rooms
and sleeping porch; !(. Plenty shade. 1300
North Second.
FOFt JtEN'T Seven-roofurnished hunga-loIn Fourth ward. Hath, electric, lights,
hardwood floors, trees. Phne

CARDS.

ATTOUNEV

1.UA.NS.

FOR RENT

J;

WIION

JOUN W.

J25v5ddE335!i?5lifi?cous

-FOR

REAL ESTATK, FIRE INSURANCE.
216 W. Gold.

L--

PROFESSIONAL

A Good Line of
For Suits Xf ft y little four-roobimgnlmv.
Htm east front, cement wqH.h, fire place,
tftlriiiitf Amirs, nicp porehra, fruit trees. R'mmI
out bulliUnea and In fact every thins to
make It a Rood home. The work is all done.
NuthlnK to lv but move In and hanjr up
your hat. Price $:'.UK. Sec us In ntfaij lo

i

t)PEECH -

-

T12MTON & 'CO.

Ward.

.

I'M SORRV
,ET TONf0(Jfi!

' A
modern bungalow, hardt.
wood floors, lire place, cast front,
terms, etc.
lot, garage. This is Homo bargain
ror $3,000. Get busy, see

m

$2,500
pebble dashed bungalow; N. 12th. St.

JONEV

DIDN'T

SWELL

SONDE

GEORGE

BY

ui.

ond.
FOR

SALE lli'iind new fcmltlifiu-m-a-t"ruonttncliment for
Address Rox St care
Journal.
SAl.E-lli'initlMI
FOR
upright piano, wal-ncase, almost new, 1:T caah. Care of
box 28, Journal.
FO RSA1,K One ice
Oh fid's lea"
ono leather louni,-e- .
All In rine condition
31o South Ninth.
FOR
'uinranddle
.
msre: bugg' nnrt harness
Phone
101
mil North' Edllh.
one
FtIl SALE Ono Panselm
presatiri) gunge, hose end copy of $10000
or
worth
patterns, IS.00, Wm. It. Marsh,
care Woolworths.
FOR SALE OR Til A I K Two ponies. 2 sets
hiirnse. i buggy poles. 1 light,
heavy
buggy and s.ulil'e. 1 set veterinary tis.ls,
cook stove. i",:D North Second.
FOIt SALE-Th- ls"
year's lease on I
truck rurm. All planted. Su fruit trees,
cow. .bull. IB chickens,
nilohe
cheap rent. W. E. McNabh, 924 Wiel Mountain oad.
AT A IlAROAIN -- One" Kimball plano.'sllght-lused, can be seen and bought cheap;
Also one Edison phonograph with ilu records.
Can be bought cheap at the Albuquerque
Store,
ROOF PAINT
i0o per gallon.
Roofs
under our care will
from
year to year. Wo can put on
Improve
a new roof that will last a long as the
building. The Muninnu Co. Phone 1602-VitO South Walnut,
fcluitii carbon roof pnmi and roik cement
stops leaks; lasts Mvs years. Use Devos
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lacold water kalsomlna, and be satisfied,
West Central. Phone
""a. F. Kelcher.

UK. SAHAII

COKKH.

Practice Limited to Children
ms
1 and
I Wright Bldf.
Fourth and Gold.
'
Hours 3 p. m. to I p. m.
Residence Phone J07S.
Office Phone ML
Office-Roo-

l)B. IDA I.. finorT.
Osteopathia Fhyslctaa.
Hours 10 to 5. Hulls
Wooiwnrth Building.
Office I'hone 1840. Residence Phone 131.

W. M. SHERIDAN,
rrnr-tlr-

M. D.
Limited to
DISEASES AND

WANTED Good milker.
Phone 420.
GEMTO-VIIINAR- Y
WANTED A waiter. Apply Mecca Cafe.
DISEASES OP THE SKIN"
WANTED A second cook at once. Pullman
cafe.
886.
While FOlTnuSNfPurnlHherrV.use;
W A N T E DTw o
nuMterVn- -4
Citizens Hank llltlgr.
Alhunucraue.
tiarnge,
rooms. 1(101 South Edith. See J. R. Lewis
Meat cutter at the Highland Commercial Club.
, wa'n ted
Meat Market.
FOR RENT
moileri. limine furnish-- '
MKM. K. M. MCNl)l:i.L
e 1 on East Central1 avenue.
W A N T E D A Rimd milker, zrpzcmek s Dairy
South.
Will rent on
tease. City Realty Co., phone 77(1.
Mnseense
mi North Fourth.
FOR RENT Ijarise. crenn Mirnlsned rooms.
Chiropody, manicuring, all kings of baths,
V"A N'T E D
Good farm hand, ltlci Uranle In- - FOIl KENT Furnished
house "aiid
Cat! evenings.
4IW H'liilh
Heventh.
electric
treatment,
shampooing and
L'6-Fnear
oar.
chickSchool.
Phono
(lustrlal
sleeping porch
fl. Large,
FOR RENT Mcely furnished room, close In;
tremment at your home. Phone JlM-- scalp
WANTED Woman cook, 5e; carpenters and en range and houses. Phnne tM Dr. King.
no sick. 703 West Silver.
RENT Attractive home for the sumK4f:IETir.
labor. Employment Agency, 110 South FOR
FOR RENT Furnished Moms, ikt West (simer to desirable tenant. New five-rooThird. Phone K4.
Oi- - KII.IMHI S.
K.Mi,llll
lver; no sick, no children.
brick
on
East
Silver
bungalow
completely
WANTED Tountt man ulout IK. with ,,me
Alliiiimerque Council No. 141.
furnished. Large sereend front porch and FOIt RENT Furnished room with stooping
Meets rirst and third Tuesdays at I p. m..
knowltMlKo of Bhoi'tluuul
and lypwrltinr.
porch In private family. 009 West lo:..
In School
hall on North Sixth street. M.
chance lo learn good business, p. o. H0x glassed sleeping porch. Garage. Phone 1737.
T. Murphy. O. K . residence 104 West r.ssd.
iilslied
FOR It
hTd
433,
front
City.
C L. Rltiera, F. 8., residence 1724 South
508
General.
In.
room,
t'lose
South
Fifth.
Phone
WANTED stonoffraiilic,', young man aliout
Proadwae.
J8 years of aire preferred.
Apply, atatintr FOR RENT Furnished house, " modern. Jay FOR
RENT South sleeping porch with ill.
A. Hubbs.
aire, and names of references to "Office
dressing room, 2 beds also other rooms.
Manager," care Albuquerque Morning JournFOR RENT
house on University 414
al t.fflce.
yest Gold.
Heights. Modern. .lay A. llubbe.
WAI.EA first-clas- s
team ot horses.
Poultry and Eggs Full
FOR RENfFurrhmeo' leovZ bTa enough FOR SALE
best condition, weight 1,000 to 1,'JwJ pounds
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house.
Female.
for
two; five windows; smaller rooms; run HALK Navalo K. u . L Reds: egga each. 710
West
Kent.
Phone 14U3-904 Botith Third.
housekeenlng.
chicks, nuf ssld. L I. Thomaa, Til Baal FOR KALE-Tw- o
WANTED Experienced saleswomen.
AP- - FOR
RENT Newly
burros, also one female
furnished five-rooHasetdlne.
rooms furnished for
FOR BKST-T- S'i
blood hound, 10 moidlis old; six grey
for one mouth. Phone 1HGN.
ply at The Economist.
bungalow
l ull BALE
with
R.
I.
Brown
and
and
sleeping
NT
.1
pon.'h
-r.
leghorn
setting
hound
months old; 1 work horse.
"FOR-REpuppies,
WANTED Girl for Kuncral housework. ApModern" houses,-4lilid
0
kitchenette.
Private bath. Phone 2214, dm
eggs prtie strain, $1.00 for II, Robinson, Old C. W. Hunter, City Hall.
ply 308 West Itoma.
, rooms, close In. some furnished. W, H. West Iron.
Town, Phone 2297.
THIS RIO GRA.Nbli: 'DUitUU HOi J CO.' 'oi
WANTED A (rood reliable girl or woinuliT McMllllon. Sit West Cold.
.....
DA,.r. O. L.. tlUtO
lua
H.tu.,u
Albuquerque. N. M., can
at all
no sick. hr2 Kouth Arno.
FOR RENT S.'iO ""pc r"mon thT idea ru od e r n
Highlands.
chicks and listening egga Box 111. Phone tint is bred sows, bred gilts, supDly
herd boars and
Rummer home on Pecos river, two miles FOR nBNT Furnished rooms.
WANTED Girl for enokilifr
and general
17.
Gentry's Poultry Ranch.
siuft
young
moderate
st
South
lg
We
bar a
prices.
rooms."
beyond Valley Ranch. Five
furnished
housework. C'.'!t W'et Copper.
Walter. Phone 202.
the best In the U. fl. A., 400 pounders In
FOIt HALE Eggs for hatching. Thorough
for housekeeping. Address Ueorge F. AlClot the kind that pars. Free
I. It, ,1s and 11. P. Rooks. seven months.
It.
8.
0.
bred
WANTED Woman
RENT--lFOR
am
help In kitchen and bright, Valley Ranch.
iful
furnlsheoTruom
M.
iiM Red PouMry Yds., 413 W. Atlantic, Ph. 14H3W Information on how to raise nogs for profit.
wash dishes. Apply
East Coal.
vale rumllv. .Ill South Arno.
Office 1311 South Third. Phnne 12M,
WOMAN
For general housework : no'
FOR RENT Two rurulslied looms, one Willi FOR 8AL15 "Layer and rarer" White Leg
horn baby chicks, tl for UK), I9.S0 for 60, IS
Ing. Addresa Box 024. Albuquerque.
WANTED
porch at 6m Pout h tlroiulwny.
Miscellaneous.
for 25. Tott's Poultry Ranch, P. O. box 107,
WANTED Girl or woman for general hnuse- FOH
HKNT Housekeeping
rooms;
large city; phone 1777
worli; call after 10 n. in., SOU North Third.
sleeping porch. 110 South Walnut.
To trade touring car for roaii-sleWANTED
Furnished appartmente
from
WA NTED Maid for general houseuork, no
FOIl BALE Rest 8. C, R. I. Reds In New Full
1
FOR RENT Room furnished for housekeep
O. Jlox l.-up st IM4 North Second.
Mexico; eggs for hatching; strong In blood
washing, two In family. Apply 10G South
no
south
porcn,
Edith.
ing;
sleeping
WANTED-HeNew Mnslc. lo una
BARBER When you want a burlier "phone
lp
of "Albuquerque King:" first prise cock at
Cedar.
KOrOtRNT
Furnished" room with sleeping
827 or call CIS Enst Ij wls.
Liberty Hell again a Liberty Bond la
"Palace Show." New York; also two cocks.
WANTED Competent girl or woman for
aner. Phone &r,8,
hoinn
sweet
jio
porcn.
music
for
Uncle
2M
Sam.
P.
North
Tlav.
f
High.
WANTELV40.000
sacks, by the Southwestern
housework, good wsges to right party. Apt rent room. f:lose
airy
Foil itai.vr 'rnree or lour-ruoJunk Co., at once. Will pay i to 7 cents FOR RENT-Urlghtply mornings, loll South Fourteenth.
aparimeots.
s
to
house.
no
2H
sol
SIS.
lioanllng
modern,
North
Phone
sick,
South rint Inquire
r i .ISO iTaT'H y 8t cnograph y7" boS eepTriir each.
Winter.
Savoy hotel.
WANTED Koine one witlr surrey or automoBoard, room, tutlon may be earned. Catal.'iM),
KALE
FOR
modern
Walter
Mouth,
OR RENT Two furnished rooms and sieep
bile to take two ladles out evtfVy afternoon.
FOl: 1! EN I -- Throe and four-roofurnished
log free. Mackay Business College, Los Anstreet cottnge. Cull 112 Norflr Walnut.
"JS
Ing porch, gentlemen perfererd, 224 South
South Arno. Phone 14JS-apartments, modern, no sick, 200 block
geles.
1.
-FO 1 HA I.i:"mentloaisilx
i waiter,
rnune juiz.
r: . .
. r7..
cnoe'
. r.
x
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
con.
JUAa
Diuuaai
rsiu iUNK CO. fOll RENT Three nicely furnished rooms moved easy. Cheap for cash. Address D. FT)R REN'TrMTo
BY TUB ROUTHWKSTKRft
one" room
apurtiuents,
R, care Joutnsl.
and sleeping porch for light housekeeping
114 WEST LEAD.
PUONB til. WI ALSO
with
and two rooms with porch,
No sick. 014 Foulh Arno. ,.
FOIt SAL E I "or tub In
house wl t h both forporeh.
No
WANTED Family cook; wages $33 month, BUT OLD AOTOS.
llghl
sick. 222
'
housekeeping.
sleeping porch. $l."rf. Phone 222 and aak Kouth riroadnay. lnqulro mil Sotitlr Arno.
WANTED Second-han- d
Apply MonkbrlUge Manor. Phone 1019.
men's and' coys'
for A. T. liuehrlng.
qENlilYiti
lM-IIIVVAMII1NWTON7
THE
underwear.
shoes
and
Also
trunks
clothes,
West Central."
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and a
and suit cases. Call 819. Chicago Second FOR RENT Nicely furnished housekeeping
The finest, modern apartment house In the
good paying buflness, 11.000, half cash. stale.
For well people only. Plrone 2022. If
hand store, 317 South First.
rooms, reasonable. Phone 1773.
office.
Rungiilow, Journal
none vacant ge on the waiting list. J. D.
WANTED To lease C or
modern
Ig hlands,
Rooms With Board. FOil"BA LE A7i neTll tie honiTiin
Eakln, Prop.
house In lowlands. 2 or 3 blocks off Cen For Rent
FOR SALE Automobiles.
11,100.
If
Terms
in
glassed
sleeping porch.
tral. Must he tn Al eoiHlltion, heating plant,
FOR "RENT Room and board With Sleeping wanted. J. D. Keleher, 40 Central. Phont
eic. Address n. core journal.
Beemsn-Aye- r
FOR SALE Ford runabout.
FOR SALE
tie
Ranches. ,
porch. Ill South Walter.
WANTED ro.Ouo ""b;iK.."Pay'"from 2c
Supply Co.
FOR KENT Fr jut room wnhieWeis7' tkoeirtU FOR HALE Urlrk resilience, t.vo sciiined FOR SALE-- A
scre ranch; 10
bargain
each, gnu tons scrap Iron. Pay from
FOR tfALE Ford touring car; cash or pay- acres In
private family. G21 South High.
old choice fruit trees; good
porches, close In. attractive price, pnys
lo
per lb. Patriotic duty. Ht. Louis
menls. Barton Keller, Phone 1292-S per cent net. 7.1x100 ft M t. ''.
rented
electrlo
barn;
nlsnf:
4W. South First street. Phone 372.
excellent eoiii
HRIH
Dumping
class
board
end
Co.,
Junk
sleeping porch with
S miles south of
FOR KALE Cheap, Saxon roadster In good
P. O. llox 403, Room !9. New Annroom at summer ratost 25. 6.KS riouth
Albuquerque. Owner lear- Aino uo
MATTREHKEH
renovated In same or new
condition. Rio Grande Industrial School.
inr. isni rm ritv. Phnne 34iki.FI
151S-Rldg
Phone
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
FOR SALE An Overland roadster In splenT refinlshed.
FOR KA i.K-T- he
f
rcir"arij "a'u
Springs restretched. Satisfaction FOR RENT Oood clean room "connecting
did condition; electric lighted and
faira ranch In he alley; must be sold
FORRETT-jMattress
and
60S Buuth Kdlth
board.
guaranteed.
sleeping
porch
Albuquerque
Factory,
Book Store.
.
Strong's
Inquire
at
a
once;
J011
three
acres
471.
Phone
Second.
bargain;
nf choice
Phone
South
-"
HOrtHES and Rigs to Jemes Springs; cheap bearing fruit treos; rest In
FO'R- 8 ALB OR TR ADE
Mode f 42," Oldsmo- alfalfa; two.
WANTED Careful ktdak. finishing by
FOR RENT-Sleep- lng
porch and furnished
rates. S. Oarcla, I2U3 N irth Arno.
room hue with sleeping porches:
blle car, completely overhauled, good conof
tee
Twice
Mrs.
table
board.
room,
2oS
photographers.
dally
rlce.
Alibett,
North v'tjtt' VliNTntYsTdrivrng
dition: or trade on small home. Phone 2244. Remember, eatlsfartlon
this e.r's crop will almost
hoianiT ba-g- out buildings;
Send Walnut.
Phone l.!2n-guarahted.
II 00 tor 3 hours. Phone 1594-pay for 'the plue. Phone MO or call at 114
FOR SALE Second hand Fotd roadster; your finishing to a reliable, established firm. FOR REM Deairanie rooms
witnsieMini FOR RENT First class pasture. 12.00 per West? Central.
New Chevrolet, 4fxi. touring; New Chevrolet Hanna ft Hanna. master photographers.
porch, hot and cold water, flrst-clas- e
table
month. Dolde's Ranch, four miles south
light truck: Xew Rrlscoe Chummy roadster.
61.1 West
r'asa
de
Pro.
board,
Oold,
WA NTED Dwellings.
All at bargains. F. O. Losey,
West
of town. Phone llt.
UiiADr NOOK ranch offers excellent room
WANTED
Position.
Central.
moOcru
and board. Just the plane to get strong. FOR RENT tiood37 rooming house near Cencottage in
w ithin
tral and First.
moms Thaxtnn A Co.,
walklne iiii.ino
t.
lady stenographer For rates phone II29F-4- ; free transportation.
for the land district In which the land" Is WN'TEDExperlcnccd
enrnee
Oold.
12.
Third
end
410
Mar
by
41S.
shops,
South Seventh street.
now
Phone
Accommodations
desires
available.
Mrs.
B.
position.
t:
)I.
land
office
the
at
aforesaid,
situate,
Thomas.
and to establish their Interest therein, or WANTED I will collect your monthly biljs
MRS. W. H. REED, owing to the sale ofths
A 1. J.mrnal.
at a low cost. References.
Journal wants bring results,
the mineral character thereof.
""
ranch, has opened a new resort FOR SALE Lot on Norm
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
.,
from
WATEDToun? man waiita" posliTon" In" forLockhart
lilgn ISO feet
x
tiealthseekera at 134 East Coal- aeenue.
.
1611-Register.
avenue.
Central
East
front.
Phone
store or office with corporation preferred. where
she Is fully prepared to oare for them
' '
Address H. O.. Journal.
TIME CARDS
Foil's A LBCorner" jot In Fourteenth bloi ST
as In the oast. Phnne 1M9-NOTICE OF BITT.
South Editli East front. City Realty Co.,
WANTED Young nwn. exempt from draft.
State of New Mexico. County of Bernalillo.
Phone 776. seeks clerical position, or any kind of light
TYPEWRITERS.
'
In the District Court.
work. X. X., Journal ofrice.
Two bouses and one acre
FOR SALE
No. 114M.
of land. Apply Mrs. Chaves, Old Town, one
WANTED
All makes, overhauled nnd
salesman
TYPEWRITERS
travelling
Experienced
James H. Thompson, Plaintiff, vs Klnnle married and over rirart age, A-- l inferences,
block
north
from
end of ear line.
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. Al.
Thompson, Defendant.
wants position as collector or salesman. Ad- buquerque Typewriter Exchange. Phone 114. FOIt "sVl.E -- 2 bulldlng"ltsbd7
Seventh
- '
'
To the Above Named Defendant:
1
22 Kouth
dress A 1. Journal.
Fourth.
and Eighth streets. Raymond Addition. ATCHISON. TOPF.KA a 8.1NIA FB
BAIL.
Tou are hereby notified' that a suit hss WANTED Position bv married man. ,
Ileal bargain, city Realty Co.. Phone 77C.
2.
WAY CO.
been filed against you In the said Court and
Experienced In llve stock and rarm ImpleFOR
- Is
.SALE
Westbound.
named
above
the
County by
plaintiff,ments, one yesr in Ien. Mer'c. Exempt from
DRESSMAKING.
No.
Class.
Arrlvss. Departs
which the said plalntirr prays for an abso- draft
have Ford car. No objection leaving FOR SALE Ke.'eral bed room sets, consist
1. The Scout
7:10 nm. I sOnm.
lute divorce on the grounds of desertion and city. What have you? Phone 1W8-Ql.'KEN CITY COLLEGE.
of beds, dressers, wash stands, chairs
'
ing
3. California
11:00
Limited
am. 31.30 am.
abandonment. And you are further notified
drB
ua
own
tin
Irt
matoriali
and
jr your
and rugs, hall and stair carpets, large
7.
Fast
I: am. 10:15 am.
that unless you enter or cause to be entered
dining table and oongoleum; ill k". cut and fit your (towns and suits. Tou I. Fargo
Tha
11:50
13:30 am.
on
In
CHANCES.
Navajo
cause
or
BUSINESS
nr.
said
t
m
S'il
pm.
before
your appearance
win
taken before May 15th, 512 Nortr. do th
cheap-IWpt rntrnl: Phon
Soathbound.
the 3rd day of June, A. P. 1918, judgment
Second.
.
. El Psso
Ev
11:0
cause
press
in
Dm.
said
will be rendered
against you
MONEY TO LOAN.
FOR KALEWTAxlni"ln'st"er rugs, Bxl2.7at
815. El Paso
10:05am,
by default and the relief prayed for will be
Express........
one
Detroit
Jewel
stove,
gas
prices,
year's
WANTED
work
money
Let
for
your
you
TO LOAN On real estate security,
Eastbound.
granted.
coal nil stove, second hand MONET
ana your country. High rata of Interest Is one
en? West Oold, Ollr Slealtr C-oThe name of the plaintiffs attorney Is
7:33am.
bons 77s. 10. The Scout
S:06ara.
first-clacondition.
seat refrigerator, davenport,
the
i.
1:15 pm. 3 ) pm.
John W, Wilson, whose post office address paid on every Liberty Bond and
The
Navajo
room
suite
fumed oak.
"
complete dining
4.
Is Albuquerque, Jf. M.
security.
California
Limited ....1:40pm. T:0O pro,
be sold this week. Call and sea above
Must
WANTED
Boarders.
FC-NESTOR MONTOTA.
Santa Pe Eight.
!)
SALE Oarage, and Overland, agincy, articles at the 11. Livingston furniture Com
7:11pm. T:60pm.
'
Clerk.
.
BOARD and tent cottages for gentlemen
selling 41 cars per 'year; complete gsrnge pany, :'
aTMsl Sooth,
Owner
By THOMAS K. P. MAlkDISON,
location.
Is
best
In army.
health seekers six mile north of Santa tin. Kansas City and Chicago, f:M am. '
equipment:
...
AUdresi P, O, Box SJ7, Silver City, N, M.
Deputy.
Journal Want Ait bring results.
Ft, N. U. Address buW, sania Fe, N, M. It, Eaniss CitJ and Chicago, 1:31 pot, ,

rent

J.

',".'

lnn

t9c

neAf

s

y9

furaiture.

t

.j

EIGHT

Albuquerque Morning 4 Journal,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
'

Let Us Send a Man

SANTA PE WILL

SIS WEST CENTRAL AVK.

To

LOSE

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY C CAR AXTEED
AUSiyi ERQCE,

PHONE 815.

Ic?
WaO

r

1

i

National
crnr

nr

drink, made wholly of
and grains; package
QC
Corn Flour, Rice Flour, Hominy Grits, Flake Hominy,
Pearl Hominy, Barley Flour, Rolled Oats, Rolled Rye,
Rice, Corn Starch. Dadex; all substitutes for Flour.
Fresh Potato Chips, package
15c
Boulderado Butter clue again this morning,

r
JrOC

pound

WARD'S

LILY

3

S. Food

No.

STORE

CRESCENT

i!

HOMER H. WARiJ
SI 5 Marble Avcnne
t79UI7S-17- 4
I'hnn

GROCERY

ROBERT JONES
Coal anil South Walter

II

YRIC THE ATE
TODAY ONLY

11

SJ 11

Order Cuts Passen-- i

Xro-ffiri

FRESH

t

The ruling of Washington officia'a
d
thiit
of nil passenger train?
are to lip e!imhH."l.-,after June V.
has Inral railroad men "guessing."
In addition to this order revolutionized plans will preclude the passenger from choosing any route he may
idesire In a
trip and
the traffic in to be divided between
jfour lines.
This division results in the assignment to the Santa Fe road .the traffic to I.os Angeles and junction points
from eastern points and is expected
to interfere with tourist traffic to
some extent, just to.what extent railroad men are unable to say.
The official statement will neccpi- tate the discontinuance of three trains
from I.os Angeles and since this
traffic is routed over the Santa Fe
will mean the loss of three passen-- J
!ger trains daily into Albuquerque.
one-thir-

d
of all,
Chicago, May 4.
tho passenger trains between Chicngo
d
Sand the Pacific coast will be
after June 1, according to word)
,
rail-Ireceived from Washington by
!wny officials tonight. This step, it
was said, would save approximately!
$ 2,000,000
a year and cut off 11,- -'
1728,000 miles of train haul.
Ii. H. Aishton. regional director of;
It he Western
railroads and assistant,
tci W. G. McAdoo, director of rail-- j
such a plan had been
said
that
roads,
under consideration and has been!
worked out. He added that he had
not been officially informed that, itj
was to lie put into ettect on any certain date.
Under the revolutionized
plan of
traffic, passengers would
handling
no longer have a choice of routes
Traffic to the west coast and intermediate points would be divided between four lines as follows:
To Los Angeles and junction points
by Santa Fe.
To San Francisco and junction,
points by Union Pacific.
To Seattle and junction points by
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
To Portland and junction points;
by Northern Pacific.
The cut in service would take off
three through trains from Chicago!
to Los Angeles, two to San Francisco;
and three to Seattle and Portland.!
More than forty local trains would
be dispensed with also.
It was expected that the Chicago-- 1
City,
Kansas City, St.
traffic would be
and Chicago-Omah- a
given consideration next week when
officials take up reduction of service
from the Missouri river to Texas audi
the southwest.

Grace

N AMERICAN

i

Darmond

'

LIVE WIRE

Vitagraph Feature in Five Reels
FORD WEEKLY AND A COMEDY REEL
SI

MATINEE

2:30 TO 6:30.

NIGHT

7:30 TO 11:30.

"Don't Thank Me,
Schilling's Best
2

1--

2

Cof-fe-

e,

lb.
45c
lb. cans ..$1.00;;

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES
JU)S AXtiELES

JJ

Thank God' Says
Indian Bond Buyer

"Don't thank me, but
THANK (ii H
That we have it to give.
To Help Take care or uic boys
To fight our buttles for us."
Matteucci, PaTlatllno & Co. i
This is the statement attributed to
Tievi'i-lGroceries anil Sfeata
Kouni, centenarian Indian
801 W. Tijerus. Phones
chief of the f'asa lllanca pueblo, given
8
when he made application for a Liberty Bond, during the Third Liberty
Loan campaign.
Kouni's statement Is indicative of
the attitude of many of the leading
Indians of the district toward
the
loan. Leaders in the campaign report
great sympathy among the Indians, as
well as a good understanding of the
PROM IT SERVICE.
PHONIC u Liberty Loan.
75.
STRONG BLK-- , COPPER
AND SECOND.
ergan was taken to the hospital suffering from appendicitis. This condi.
tion materially improved but. pneumonia set in and little hope is held for
his recovery.
Subscriptions to the Liberty Loan
I
in the various divisions of the Santa
Fe railroad as announced last night
totaled as follows: Xew Mexico, $170,- 00(1
Uio Grande, $106,950; Western,
$!H.OOO: Itiver division, $93,100; ColoTourlat lunches. Pullman Cafe.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273 rado, $sl,450; general superintendent's office, $4,0.10; signal, $1,800.
A. II. Labry of Suntu. Fc arived here
-- Wr. ft.
lust night.
MEN WILL
PROMINENT
J. J. W hite of Mountainuir, N. II.,
is visiting friends here.
ADDRESS MEETING AT
Nathan Levy of Cubero, N. M., is
in this city on business.
AUDITORIUM TONIGHT
('. C. Stratton of Tohatchi, X. M
is in t lie city on business.
There will be a mnss meeting at
F. K. Knapp of Cuba, N. M., is
the high school auditorium tonight,
fcpinding several days here.
II. W. Neighbour of Magdalena, N. addressed by Dr. George W. Nasmyth
and Dr. Sidney L. Oulick. The speakM., is an Albuquerque visitor.
of
1. F. Mars-hala: irinidad, who was ers will deal with the "Moral Aims at
in the city for several days, returned the War." Roth gentlemen spoke
the V. M. C A. luncheon last night
home yesterday.
addresses.
T. I. Wiley of
Vegas, X. M and gave very interesting
The
auditorium should be packed toU spending a short !?me here on business.
night to hear the message these
(.'. C. Francis of Cuba, who was in speakers bring,
-- w. s. s.- Albuquerque for several days, left
for home yesterday morning.
WHEN
T. D. Wiley and John Pugh of lis THREE INJURED
Vc;as arrived in Albuquerque yesterCARjUJNS IN DITCH
day. They expect to remain several
days.
and
There will be a special communi(i, 13. Saavedra, Joe Garcia
cation of Temple lodge Xo. fi, A. F.
Fernandez Gavnldon, sustained slight
A. M., at the Masonic temple at 7:30 Injuries at 4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon when the automobile In which
o'clock tonight.
Members of the University of New they were riding ran Into a ditch ncur
Mexico Dramatic club, who will take Did Albuquerque.
Garcia was driving the car and acpart in .the play "I'p In the Air," to
lie given at lioswell and Clovis, left cording to his story, they were forced
to turn into a ditch to avoid a collilast nisht.
lteuhen Fanner, stationed at the sion with another car. The liulck car
naval training station at San Diego, of the three was badly damaged. Each
arrived in Albuquerque yesterday to of the three su.i.a.ned light cuts on
visit his parents and sister, Miss the hands when the windshield of tho
Esther Farmer. He is on a ten days ear was smashed.
furlough.
W. S. ft.
The regular meeting of AlbuquerCarpenters Wanted.
que Encampment No. 4, of the I. O.
At Presbyterian sanatorium, tiegin
O. F. lodge, will be held at 8 o'clock
at any hour this morning.
tonight. All members have been urged work
A. W. HAYDEN.
to attend this meeting when plans will
W. S. S.
be tnaue for memorial services, June
Alfalfa In ear lots. Chas. Donlin,
10.
C'lurk Phillips, an oficer in the IIoomt, Colo.
-- W. fc. S- .navy, is en route homo on leave of
absence to visit his paronts, Mr. and
ALVARADO
EGGS.
Mrs. William N. Phillips. Phillips was
On ul hy IfmllnK grocers the mnmJnf afon a ship which accidentally collided
with another ship at sea several days ter they are liild, 6Jc.
-- v. s. s.- ago.
Dr. .T. II. lleald left last night for
Experienced
Amarillo and El Paso. At the latter
Saleswomen. Apply at The
city he will assist in ordaining a Y. M.
The Economist.
C. A. worker into the ministery.
Rev. S..L. Hernandez and son, Ralph
Hernandez of Albuquerque, who are
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
In El Paso, will also attend the ordination:
PttOXE 567
oil
Prof. Fayette A. Jones,
geologist
CALL
DELIVERY
left last night for Melrose, X'. M., FREEHATCH'S
OLI STAXI
where be will make a geological
w.
s.
s.
leconnoissance of that section for CloOrders taken for service flutes
vis and Melrose parties who have organized the Melrose oil company and Women of American Army, 223 Weat
who expect to begin drilling at an Gold Avenue.,
-- W. s. s.
earlv date.
The condition of P. T. I.onergan.
R. 51. WILLIAMS
in
(superintendent of Pueblos, who is
Dentist
St. Joseph's, hospital, is critical. I.on Rooms 1 and 2, Whiting Buildins
Phone No. 681.
Corner Second nnd Gold.
-- W. 8. S.- 493-19-

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

J

local items

;

l

Is

Louis-Kans-

vV.

as

S. S.

POLL TAX WORK
NOTICE CALLS

MAN

j

TO LABOR SUNDAYi
If you don't pay your poll tax you
will have io work. John F. Wake, collector for Bernalillo
county, has
mailed to a number of persons who
were slow to pay the tax, a not if lea.
tion to appear for work on the roads.
Rut there is a joker in the deck.
Through the present system of collection one man has been ordered to
appeal at tho junction of Central avenue and the Presbyterian sanatorium,
on May 12, at 8 a. m. and to bring
with a pick and shovel or a team and
wagon, in order that he may work out
the tax. He is given the alternative,
however, of paying the tax within five
days from the receipt of the notice,
which was mailed May 2.
The Joker?
Well, May 12 Is Sunday and certainly tho collector would not force
any man to wortv on Sunday.
--

TELL

troubles.

GENTRY'S EGGS
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
nnd San Jose Market: nOc dozen.

w. s. s.

Persons who wish to renew or !ake
out memliershlps In the Red Cross
ran do so by calling at Strong's Rook
Store, O. A. Mat son Jk Co., Grlmshaw's
or Mrs. II. n. Ferguson, or by phoning

the chairman of the Membership
mittee. Xo.

HALL

FELLOWS

Co.

I SUITS CLEANED,
Four

suits pressed

$1

$1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia denning Co.
,
Delivery. Phone 600. ,
Journal Want Adi bilnsi results.'"

IN

A CAMOUf LAGE KISS
Romanic of a Twentieth

Office Stem Building
Office 655. Residence, 325

You can't answer (hat question
until you see the Sunshine
Comedy.

MATINEE
EVENING

Willi

American Block Coal

'

Buy Coal Now

4, 5 and 0.

312 south Second,

3

5."--

'A

CUNE

CAPRICE
WILLIAM F0

10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
Adults,

I. 2:30,

Coming-M-

ay

7-8-

i

5:30, 7, 8:30, 10 P. M.

1,

-9

Wp"x CLEOPATRA

To bo sure you have It. It is a most vital patriotic duty to
"Store Coal While You Can." lie who hesitates may
be lost In the
maze of another congestion and shortage such, us last winter.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

.i.

DIRECTION

Admission
Admission

TIME OF SHOWS

.

And the better and brighter they burn the stronger will be the
flame In the "Torch of Liberty."

t

'ARE MARRIED
POLICEMEN
SAFE?"

'

Keep the Home Fires Burning
They Will llurn Hotter and liriKliter

Sce,

Also A Kurslln'i of laughs.
Two-reSunshine
Comedy

Phones

;

1 I'lioncs

c.;rl.

Story by Stephen Fox..
nario by Ralph II.
Staged by Harry Millardc.

C. II. CONNER, SI. 1). D, O.

'

A Theda Bara

ll

Super-Productio-

n

TODAY

IDEAL THEATER

ONLY
PEGGY HYLAND and MILTON SILLS in
"THE OTHER WOMAN"

AUCTION SALE

Feature
Also The Fifth Episode of

A Pathe

TOMORROW, MAY 7, AT 923 N. 2ND ST.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

Five-Re-

el

"THE HOUSE OF HATE"
With ANTONIO MORENO and PEARL WHITE
MATINEE
5c and 10c;
NIGHT 10c and 15c.
COMING "NAALAHKA" WITH ANTONIO MORENO

Eight rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder
for cash. Note some of the following articles to be offered Dressers, Writing Desks, Book Cases, Stand
Tables, Rugs, Rockers, Mirrors, Leather Lounge, Bed
Springs and Mattresses, Dining Table and Chairs, Refrigerators, Heating Stoves, Tubs, Dishes, and in fact
house
everything required to furnish an eight-roocomplete.
m

If you oyer expect
buy any furniture at all
to miss this opportunity Tuesday.
These goods are sanitary and in Rood condition
start promptly at 1!::?0, as wo have much (o oiler
as to not miss any article you may need. We will
at this sale.

THEATER

you cannot afford
and the sale will
early, so
also offer 20 hens

TODAY ONLY

so come

For any Information regarding this sale, call at
Furniture Store, 228 South Second Street or Phone 808.

T.

(HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY)

S. Slills'

"HIGH MAN, POOR

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

With MARGUERITE CLARK

Crystal Opera House
qnqnlyht

ALSO A CURRENT EVENTS
1

10

FRIDAY, MAY

MORE FUN THAN A

CIRCUS

2

1--

2

Adults 15c, Children 10c

Admission 10c; 6 to 11

"0r

THURSDAY, MAY 9

h

Him Been Written hi Years."
Darnton, N. Y. Eve. World.

"The Rest American Musical Play That

Hours of Mirth and Music

W61NAL

The Classiest of All Musical Comedies and
the World's Greatest Fun Show. The Original

f

I

NEW YORK

v.r

KSJ

JOH

COffl

PR5JENTJ

PRODUCTION
I

KATZENJAMMER
A SCREAM
LAUGH
KIDS
SECOND
MINUTE
A
A

to 6

CRYSTAL THEATER,

NOT A MOVIE

JJ.

JUL

Ik

C-A--

cL

-

vrs. JL1

HIT WJTEHR- S-

XI

o

o

A

DANCING

SINGING

SHOW FOR YOl'XGSTERS,

PRICES

FORTY

GIRLS

PEOPLS

Novel Effects !

Beautiful Costumes !

GROWX-VP-

EVERYBODY

S

$1.00, 75c, and 50c
War Tax

Plus 10 Per Cent
SEATS ON SALE AT

used to buy
ADMISSION

UNION

LIHERTV
,

RON I).
25c

ORCHESTRA

M

ATSON'S WEDNESDAY

PAULIST CHORISTERS

i
1

The World's Greatest Choir.'
DR. H M. BOWERS

I

.

In
pvcinllilng
rhjralrlan,
and Thront, Atithma, Hay
Occidental
('nturrhnl Urnfnnw.
MTa nl.U., Third and Gold. Residence
offire phone
phone sn-O.lfnpnllilc

Kr.

FATHER W.

Kima

WANTED
Sash and Door Ma'n.v
Superior Lumber Mill Co.

SIDEWALKS

'(i

1

MEN
Singing for Stricken
France
A R M O RY
WEDNESDAY EVENING
MAY 8TH, AT 8:15
Tickets
50c to $1.50
r
Cent of
to Red Cross.
x--

TICKETS

General Contractors and Builders
807 W. Gold
Phone 945

i.
WWW WWW

EfNN

100 BOYS AND

Donate 25

BUNGALOWS
Prichard & Prichard

J.

WITH A NOTABLE NEW YORK CAST OF PRINCIPALS

Conductor

'.'!

AI

Springer Transfer

,

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

I'lionc

.

j

May 8, 1918

I'ndcr Auspices of Royal Neighbors of America, proceeds to be

WANTED

I

Less Meat," gets a boost in this picture.
WILLIAM FOX Presents

HAY FEVER

19-2-

A

Wednesday Evening

"Sunshine Maid" gives laughable exposition in story

Century

Conquers rheumatism, appendicitis, deafness, hay fever, ustbina,
eye, stomach,: liver and kidney
truuble, by correcting the Spine.
W. I j. JOUNSON, 1. C.
1
N. T. Arniljo Bldg.,

13S1--

ODD

f

Kind of a Kiss

that hingeo on a kiss in the dark. Also Hoovers "Eat

FOR SALE
Miidern
furnished house
bath, cellar,
garage, barn; 3 porches. Lot 00
ft. from. Phone. 1578-1-

CHIROPRACTIC

com-

Dance and Card Party

A New

A

DELIVERY
Fbone 939.

W. 6. G.
ARMITO'S TAXI LIXE.
Two Oakland cars on day and night
service. Cheap rates by tlio hour.
Phono 411.

llMfc. lODAY
House of High Class Pictures and Music
1

JUNE CAPRICE

A Real Bargain

Second nnd Central
"GrinLsliaw Wants to Seo You"

W, S. S."

HENRY'S

Your baggage

LAa

SHOP

r.RIMQHAW'Q

One-thir-

elimi-!natc-

arie Williamsand

Bryant's Delivery

Tl-i!--

4-

cim iu
miii u aim
iu
of
Disposes
Passenger's
Right' to Choose Routing,
i

LIMBER CO
423 N. First.

For Any Kind of Hauling.
Phone 501

-

A meal time

I.

AIJirQUERQuw
l'liuue 421.

TRAINS JUNE

NEW MEXICO

BytheBeech
nuKnmnnnv
fruits

NOTICE
meet In;; of the Taxpayers
Liberty League Is hereby failed
for tomorrow. May "til, 1918, at
Hie Cent nil School at 8 p. in.,
corner Third street and West Lead
avcuue, for the purpose of discussing economy in the running
of tlie City's affairs and for any
other business that may come before the nicetiiijr.
All Citizen
invited,
cordially
especially the ladles.
AKTIll'K C. CCLVER, President.
Ill (ill F. WATERS, Secretary.
We Invite your views on the
Salary (Question,
A

Replace That Broken Window
Glass.

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners

6, 1918.

Monday, May

ON

SALE

Af ATSON'S

ls

AT

PRETTY GIRLS. MUSIC. COSTUMES & SCENERY.
20 Delightful Musical Numbers. 3 Big Acts.
Don't Miss This.
ATTRACTIVE
50c, 75c, $1.00,
.
on Sale Tuesday at Ivlatson's.
PRICES

BITTNER HOl'SE

319

i South First.

Nice clean rooms;
rooms. Phone 221.

light housekecplnjc
w. s. a.- Whitcomb Springs will bo opened
to tho public in a few days.

Gallup
Ocmuna

';.3p

Livery and saddle Ivorscs. Trimble'a
Red Barn.
g.

BEBBER,

Hahn Coal
Co
f
PHONE

OPTICIAN

Citizens Bank BIdff.
Gallup StOM

1

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL
Coke, 1UI1 Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

I In

